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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the present investigation is to study 
experimentally the effects of aggressive film content upon 
children's aggression. The personality variable of aggressive-
ness was selected for study since it appears theoretically 
most relevant to the question of whether such film content 
will result in an increase or decrease in the child's own 
aggressiveness. 
Since World War II interest in the mass media has 
centered primarily on the question of their effects upon 
the behavior of children and adolescents; their covert and 
overt behavior. This question of influence has thus become 
one of influence on behavior. We are asked whether particu~ 
lar types of film or television programs make children behave 
"differently." Often, when the programs portray aggressive 
adult behavior, the question asked of mass media also is more 
specific: do mass media have the effect of making children 
more aggressive and asocial in their behavior, and inadequate-
ly prepared for their adulthood? 
Recent events such as the publication of Wertham's book 
(46) on the effect of mass media content on children's and 
adolescents' behavior, the recent Senate investigations into 
the problem of juvenile delinquency and television programs, 
and the many newspaper and magazine articles on the topics 
highlight the growing public concern. Furthermore, such 
inquiries point up the importance of finding scientific 
answers to these questions. The growing body of anecdotal 
evidence far out-numbers the scientific literature on the sub-
ject. Even if one were to accept as accurate and valid the 
reports of both civil authorities and young criminal offenders 
reporting on the influence of aggressive media content, we 
still have an equally important question left unanswered. 
This is the question of why only a small percentage of child-
ren who do listen to, read, or watch asocial and aggressive 
stories become stimulated adversely by such content. Why 
does one child imitate and place into his repertoire of be-
havior such techniques and ideas and a thousand not? 
The full scientific answer to this question lies in the 
future. We know much about the processes of socialization. 
We know, too, that the social processes of communication 
mediate a large amount of this socialization. 
Regardless of the particular media used the functions 
that mass communication plays remain the same (26, ~2, ~3): 
the construction, instruction and transmission of culturally 
defined behavioral norms, values, and techniques. Another 
outgrowth of mass communications is that they permit their 
audiences vicarious participation in many types of social 
2 
situations through identirication with characters in dramas, 
stories, and rilms. The potential ror influencing behavior 
3 
is very much there. Because or such participation, the con-
tent presented to individuals through the media can potenti-
ally widen their own range or social (or asocial) experiences, 
and teach them difrerent methods of coping with social situ-
ations. An individual may also learn new (and for him) more 
rewarding social skills and means or satisfying persistent 
personality needs. What we seek to rind out in this study 
is the relationship between one or these personality needs, 
dirrerent rilm content, and how the need is altered when the 
child views an aggressive cowboy film. 
Chapter II 
BACKGROUND 
Our study grows out of three areas of research in 
present day psychology: the effect of mass media upon audi-
ence behavior; the interaction of personality variables and 
perceptual responses; and the influence of social variables 
and socialization of the young child upon his later adult 
standards of conduct. 
In recent years increased interest and research have 
occurred concerning the mass media as vehicles of communica-
tion (22), surrogate-agents in the socialization of the child 
(~3), and as factors in the education of adult tastes, enter-
tainment and factual enlightenment (26). These areas are 
closely related. Among the important factors that influence 
one's becoming an adult member of society are those processes 
that contributed to his socialization and education. 
We, at present, have been making considerable progress 
in isolating some of the major variables that are involved 
in the perception and learning of factual and non-personal 
mate rial from fiJ.m.a.. ( 20, 22, 31) , but we do not understand 
the extent of the interaction of personality variables and 
communication variables. We are not certain what the more 
important variables are that go to make mass communication 
a potentially powerful agent of social learning. This being 
the case, how can we know whether or not there is substantial 
social learning within film situations? Indication that 
social learning may occur in the film situation and that 
personality variables may interact in "some manner" with mass 
media variables is attested to in studies of Dysinger and 
Ruckmick (8), Peterson and Thurstone (35); more recently, 
Friedson (10), and Wolf and Fiske (~7). 
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The information now needed is of a more basic nature: 
what are the more important personality variables which inter-
act with the media; what are the effects of this interaction 
in subject's personality and behavior; and are these effects 
observable immediately after this interaction? 
Two important determinants in the socialization of child-
ren are the manner in which their aggressive acts a re dealt 
with by parents (and parental surrogates) and the psychologi-
cal process of the forming of identifications with important 
persons. An important question arises concerning mass media 
and these two factors in socialization: what is the inter-
action .between a child's aggression, the film content, and 
his identification with various film characters while in a 
film situation which may not only be entertaining, but poten-
tially a aocializing situation {~3, 4~ ). 
Films generally present a series of dramatic situations 
in which the cues to social behavior (approved or disapproved) 
are implicitly present as part of the more explicit, enjoyable 
content. Vfhile the film might be watched for its overt enter-
tainment value, it may also present to the individual covert 
instruction in social skills and behavior that he may need 
and demonst~ate later outside the film situation. 
6 
There is little empirical evidence of either harmful or 
beneficial effects on children's behavior resulting from mass 
media. Nevertheless, the problem has great social and the-
oretical importance. It will be recalled that almost half of 
the motion picture film material used by Peterson and Thurstone 
in their study of the effect of film material on children's 
attitudes failed to produce the desired effect. In one case, 
the film produced the opposite effect than had been predicted. 
Such results emphasize our lack of understanding. They 
underscore the complexity of the problem. Furthermore, the 
addition of television in the social behavior of children (10, 
29) markedly increases the amount of exposure of film material, 
and could augment whatever the effect movies alone would have 
on the child. Because of the amount of films and live dramas 
depicting anti-social behavior (~3, ~~), the problem takes on 
additional urgency. 
Chapter III 
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION OF PERSONALITY VARIABLE 
Definition of Aggression Variable 
The personality variable investigated is that of ~'s 
aggressiveness. We conceptually define aggression as any 
covert andjor overt behavior an individual demonstrates, 
the primary goal of which is the psychological and/or materi-
al injury to specifiable objects. Assumed to underlie this 
behavior as a primary stimulus condition (7) is the construct 
of aggression drive. Our operational measure of S's ag-
gression will be his extrapunitive aggression score on The 
Rosenzweig Picture-Frustration Study children's form (see 
section below on Instrument used). 
Important Present Day Theo,ries of Aggressive Behavior 
7 
The three main theoretical formulations of aggression 
stress the importance of conditions inhibiting aggression 
following a frustrating and conflict situation. The Yale (7), 
Lewinian (11), and Psychoanalytic (2, 17) theories are also 
alike in assuming a causal relationship between frustration 
and aggression. They differ in the importance each has given 
to certain types of conflict and to the degree of awareness 
8 
on the individual's part which is necessary for inhibition of 
aggression to occur. 
In the Yale theory aggression is examined as the resulting 
drive-state following the frustration of S while he is pursuing 
activities leading to a desired goal, i.e. "that condition 
• 
which exists when a goal response suffers in reference." Ag-
gression in this case is an instigated response to obstruction 
of goal-directed behavior. The only manner in which Lewinian 
theory differs is that it speaks equally in terma of external 
frustrating situations and internal rcognitized") barriers. 
When speaking of late childhood behavior, psychoanalysis 
stresses other socializing persons as frustrating agents. 
The three theories argue that aggression should follow frus-
tration unless inhibiting factors are present within the 
stimulus situation, such as fear of direct punishment, social 
pressure, and physical inaccessibility of the frustrating 
object. 
The predicted behaviors, if such factors are present, 
are also quite similar. The Yale theory (7) postulates that, 
other things being equal, the aggressive response will be 
displayed toward a similar but more accessible stimulus ob-
ject. This substitute object is an accessible, less punitive 
object, which is also similar to the initial object. The ag-
gression is displaced. Le\rlnian psychology predicts that 
where the "barrier" is impassable, or the inhibiting forces 
so strong that it is distinctly disadvantageous to aggress 1 
aggression will be in an opposite direction from the frus-
trated goal. Since the frustrating object or person is be-
tween the individual and this goal1 the aggression will be 1 
to some extent 1 deflected back to the individual. Although 
it is important not to take Lewin's typological terminology 
literally we can say that the aggression is not discharged 
far from the individual himself. 
The psychoanalytic theory speaks similarly: where ag-
gressive responses cannot be directed toward an external 
person frustrating the individual, it is turned towards one-
self and "internalized." It goes further in postulating that 
where socialization has been effective, but not extremely so, 
the inhibiting forces may become internalized social norms 
with their concomitant expectancies of reward (for good be-
havior) and punishment (for bad, aggressive behavior)(l8). 
It speaks additionally of persons whose general behavior is 
guilt-oriented through the persistence of inhibiting forces 
and strict socialization practices occurring within the home. 
It is clear from the above discussion that the overt 
expression of an individual's aggression is not solely a 
function of the presence of a need to aggress and an insti-
gating stimulus object toward which the aggressive responses 
may be directed, ·if feasible. Also important is the presence 
9 
or absence of inhibiting forces. These may be either external 
to S; e.g., other people or certain characteristics of the 
stimulus object itself, or they may be 11 internalized" within 
S's personality; e.g., the strength and harshness of his super-
ego (~5). These inhibiting forces are learned through S's 
experiences with his aggression and its after-effects, and 
his identification with parents and other esteemed persons 
(~, 12, 13}. 
While the above indicates the more important variables 
inS's aggressive responses, which are more germane to the 
present study, for a complete picture one should mention 
10 
three additional variables that underlie the expression of 
aggression. They are: S 's psychological adjustment to his 
social environment, which would determine to some extent the 
potentiality of S being frustrated and how often his aggression 
may be reduced. A second variable is Sts ability to recognize 
the "conventional" social-cues present within social situations 
in which he participates. Such cues are important in aiding 
him to adjust his own behavior within varying social situations, 
thereby minimizing the amount of potential frustration and con-
flict that he might experience. The third variable is the 
development of S's ego processes as cognitive processes that 
mediate between S and the external environment. Where the ego 
processes are developed adequately, S is able to learn, and 
to utilize his past experience effectively within new social 
situations, understanding and meeting the requirements of 
the situation (~5). 
11 
Description and Theoretical Discussion of the Major Personality 
Subgroups of Subjects Within the Study 
S's were divided into three subgroups. The description 
and theoretical rationale for each of the subgroups follows. 
A) High-Aggression Subjects: Subjects whose aggressive 
responses are often directed outward from the self and against 
external persons or objects within the ~ediate environment. 
These targets may be animate or inanimate (2). The important 
thing is that they are not S himself. Along with the outward 
direction of the aggression, responsibility for this behavior 
is consistently attributed to these other persons or objects. 
Little responsibility for the instigation ot aggressive be-
havior is perceived as one's own. This cognitive reaction to 
aggression is similar to that of young children, and it is 
said to emerge earliest in the child's repertoire of aggressive 
responses (37). This reaction to aggression is also similar 
to the young child's early egocentric ideas of physical causa-
tion, as demonstrated by Piaget (36) and Deutsche (6). 
Such aggressive behavior is a characteristic of not only 
the young but those children who are not ffully socialized or 
have behavior problems because of poor socialization (cf. 
experimental studies by Gotling (16) and Rosenzweig & 
Rosenzweig (41)). This behavior would seem to indicate that 
S's who demonstrate a large degree of aggression against 
other persons have developed less severe and critical super-
egos {2, 17, 18). Theoretically these subjects should have 
little or no guilt concerning their aggressive behavior. 
There appears to these young subjects few overt reasons for 
such self-criticism since the self is not perceived to be in-
volved as an instigator, but only as a respondent to the 
hostile behavior of other persons. 
On the basis of behavior theory, we can also hypothesize 
that the child has not learned to inhibit greatly his ag-
gressive behavior because of either parental disapproval or 
adverse results outside the home. One would predict that 
with level of drive held constant, the more general and con-
sistent the external direction of his aggressive responses, 
the fewer and weaker the inhibitions there are operating. We 
would expect that the child had identified in the past ·with 
some parental figure(s) or persons who also exhibit similar 
overt aggressiveness. 
We mean by identification the formation and influencing 
of a child's behavior, and the acquisition of values and 
ideals through the child's overt and/or covert modeling of 
his behavior after that of parents or parental surrogates. 
Such behavior, values and ideals are learned and practiced, 
and are incorporated into the child's own behavior. At the 
12 
same time these modelled behaviors take on the subsequent 
role of personality determinants and guide his behavior. 
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The process of identification is assumed to be primarily in-
volved in the development of the child's super-ego; the point 
often being made that what the child identifies with is his 
parents' own super-egos (13, 18, ~5). 
In this process the child's own behavior becomes social-
ized in terms of the behavioral norms of his society. It is 
clear, at least theoretically, that identification and social" 
ization are highly functionally related. When the child's 
behavior is not socially acceptable, deviating from the norms 
about him, the question of his previous and present identifi-
cations becomes important in order to locate some of the de-
terminants of this behavior and the selection of the models. 
In the present film situation we should expect the ex-
tremely aggressive child to identify with film characters who 
also demonstrate high-aggressiveness. This identification 
should not be difficult. These persons with whom the child 
now identifies presumably have an explicit and perceptible 
similarity to both S himself and parents or their ·Surrogates. 
Among the many other antecedant conditions leading to 
aggressive responses against others may be one in which the 
parents did not punish but gave, perhaps tacitly, or irregu-
larly, explicit approval to the child's aggressive behavior. 
This approval, rewarding in itself, also teaches the child 
to recognize signs of aggressive behavior and the cues 
indicating pe~missiveness for his aggressive behavior. Such 
approval also makes for easier identification with aggressors; 
this iden tification becomes approved behavior ruLd secondary-
drive reducing. The need for parental approval and affection 
is the secondary-drive reduced. 
B. Low-Aggression Subjects: The second subgroup is made 
1! 
up of subjects whose aggre~sion may be described as low aggression 
against others. Whereas the primary objects of t he above sub-
group's are other persons, th!s subgroup is characterized by 
little or no aggression against others. Previous research 
{39) with the same age groups (8 to 10 yrs. of age) and with 
the same diagnostic instrument indicate that some aggressive 
responses against others is to be expected. An important 
factor in this subgroup's lack of aggression against other per-
sons is that children within it have learned that such behavior 
is unacceptable and punishable by their parents~ and deriva-
tively by their own super-egos. fsychoanalytic writers (2, 
12, 13, 17, 18) stress the inhibiting effect of the super-ego 
upon such unacceptable behavior. The behavior punished need 
not be overt but may take the form of unacceptable thought 
processes. In such cases the motive is "recognized" on the 
part of the subject as hostile in intent, and may be coupled 
with previous learning that hostility is not permitted in 
thought or deed. Such an inhibiting response to aggressive 
intent is held to be a function of strict socialization in 
which the child's previous aggressive acts have met with 
severe punishment and the overt expression of them has be-
come markedly inhibited. 
It seems safe to assume also in such instances that 
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these children at some period have identified with the punish-
ing parents during socialization. Anna Freud (12) and Mowrer 
(32) speak of this as "identification with the aggressor" in 
which the child sides with the aggressive adult and treats 
his self as the aggressor treats him. This type of identi-
fication is defensive (12, 17) and may be rewarding in the 
sense that it reduces the anxiety engendered by the adult's 
withdrawal of affection and support. Such identification be-
havior allows the child the security of conformity to the 
adults' wishes. Eventually he compromises or fully gains the 
approval of the adult. Hence, we raay also apeak of this 
identification process as being learned, secondary-drive re-
ducing, and .increasingly rewarding in the process. 
What of behavior that occurs later and outside-the 
socialization situation? We should expect some of these low-
aggression subjects to experience some anxiety when presented 
with aggressive behavior in a film situation. Low aggressive 
s•s should have difficulty in identifying with the overtly 
aggressive film characters. But they should find security and 
enjoyment within the film situation through their identifica-
tion with the socially approved hero figure(s) and neutra1 1 
secondary film character(s). We should expect them to strongly 
16 
repudiate the villain for his hostile and unacceptable behavior 
as they do their own aggression. We further hypothesize that 
in a film situation in which the hero does not win but is de-
feated by the socially disapproved villain, these srs should 
feel anxiety and frustration because of the role-reversal and 
thereby show an increase in aggressive feelings. 
c .) Subjects whose aggressive responses are not predomi-
nantly in either direction. In terms of this "flexibility" 
of object-choice they might be characterized as more sensi-
tive to situational fac.tors and as better adjusted psychologi-
cally than subjects in the other two subgroups, whose aggressive 
responses ~ predominantly in either of the two psychological 
directions. The lack of a dominant response direction on the 
part of this moderate subgroup indicates a past of moderate 
and flexible socialization practices. We would also expect 
a history of fewer and less severe identification problems, 
and of a wide selection of identification models, since these 
subjects are not extreme in their aggressive behavior. 
Chapter IV 
STATEMENT OF PROBIEM, EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND HYPOTHESES 
Statement of Problem 
The experiment is designed specifically to investigate 
three gener~l questions derived from the above discussion. 
These are: 
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1) Do commercial motion picture and television films 
depicting stereotyped aggressive behavior on the part of hero 
and villain result in a change in the number of aggressive 
responses children (8-10 years old) give on a projective teat1 
3) What effect does the film ending have upon S's ag-
gression score? Does the final resolution of the depicted 
aggression and conflict per ~ contribute to the alteration 
of children's aggressive responses? 
3) What is the extent and nature of the interaction be-
tween the personality variable of aggression and the aggressive 
film material in the behavioral areas of identification choices 
and statement of depicted events; i.e., are there differential 
choices and distortion evidenced? 
Experimental Conditions 
There were three experimental conditions and one control 
condition within the total experiment. The three experimen-
tal conditions were as follows: 
Experimental condition 1: A conventional stereotypic 
cowboy film in which there were aggressive acts committed 
by the hero (Hopalong Cassidy) and the villain. In this film 
social approval and cues indicate clearly whose activity is 
approved, and whose is not. There were also three other 
secondary characters; one a young "sidekick!' of Hopalong 
Cassidy's named Johnny, an elderly male called "Shanghai" 
who had an ambivalent role in the plot in that he first ap-
pears as a member of the gang of bad men, and later join s 
Hoppy's side. The third secondary character is Shanghai's 
young daughter Linda, who provided the feminine and "roman-
tic" element in the film. This condition shall be referred 
to as E-1. 
Experimental condition 2: The film used was spliced so 
that the villain won rather than the hero. There is a turn-
about in role behavior and role-expectancies; in this film 
there was more "stark" aggression presented. The same be-
haviors and verbalizations were present as in condition 1, 
but were placed in a much different sequence. This sequence 
resulted in the villain winning and shooting the hero and 
going unpunished for his villainy. The same five characters 
were present in this film as in the one used in experimental 
one. This condition will be referred to as E-2. 
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Experimental condition 3: The same film used in con-
dition 1 was shown, but the film was stopped before any 
resolution of the depicted aggression and conflict took 
place. This procedure was used to determine whether or not 
there was any interaction between the aggression variable 
and film content, irrespective of the particular film-end!~~. 
This condition will be referred to as E-3. 
Two controls were used: one of third graders and one of 
fourth graders. They were treated similarly to the experi-
mental groups, but were not shown a fi~. 
From the above discussion of the personality variables 
and the experimental conditions, we are led to make the fol-
lowing predictions: 
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1) In E-1 the film permits both High- and Low-Aggression S's 
an anti-social model against which to aggress. There are 
potentially two film characters whose role-behavior should 
result inS's discharge of aggression: The villain, whose 
anti-social, punishable behavior makes him a suitable 
target for S 1 s aggression, since their aggression would be 
against a socially designated target; and the hero whose 
pro-social behavior should make identification with him 
uninhibited and perhaps desired, and result in S's covert 
aggression against the villain. 
On the basis of the above we make the following pre-
diction: all srs in E-1 when compared with control S's, 
20 
will show a decrease in their aggression. Specifically, ., 
a) High-Aggression S's will experience either a decrease 
or no-change in their aggressi'on after the film. 
b) Low-AggressionS's will experience either a decrease 
or no-change in their aggression after the film. 
We say either a decrease ££ no-change since extreme mem-
bers in both subgroups may be uninfluenced by the film. The 
High-Aggression S's because he is so -habitually aggressive 
against others the film has little meaning to him as a 
socially acceptable covert aggression situation. The Low-
Aggression S being unable to show a decrease because his 
aggression score is already at a minimum on the scale. There 
is personality reason for the Low-AggressionS's not showing 
a change and that may be that such S's are too inhibited and 
guarded to respond to the film's theme. 
2) Most of the High-Aggression S's are more likely to be less 
influenced by the fact that the villain goes unpunished in 
the E-2 film than by the over-all aggressiveness of the 
film content. This is because they are not as sensitive 
to the social implications of such a change and its bear-
ing upon the "correctness" of the aggression, nor needing 
the obvious social approval and support for his behavior 
as does the Low-Aggression S. The High-Aggression S is 
still able to covertly aggression against film characters 
as in E-1; the Low-Aggression S, though, is likely to feel 
£rustrated by the villain going unpunished and the hero's 
ine£fectualness, thereby showi ng an increase in his ag-
gression score. Therefore: 
All S's in E-2 when compared with control S's, will 
show no statistically significant change in their ag-
gression. 
a) High-Aggression S's will experience a decrease in 
their aggression after the film. 
b) Low-Aggression S's will experience an increase in 
their aggression after the film. 
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3) Because of the High-Aggression Ss' less sensitivi~ to 
pro-social cues and less need for -such support for his 
aggression, High-Aggression S's in E-3 should not be af-
fected by the lack of a film ending resolving the content 
in an acceptable manner, i.e. showing the hero punishing 
the villain for socially acceptable reasons. This is not 
the case for Low-Aggression S 1s. Without such cues in-
dicating a sqcially acceptable target for their covert 
aggression, they are more likely to inhibit their responses 
and show either no-change or a decrease in their aggression 
scores. Again there is the possibility of a "floor" effect 
minimizing the measured change for these S's since they 
are already at t.l-le extreme low end of the scale. 
On the basis of the above rationale we predict that 
gll S 1 s in E-3, when compared with control S 1 s, will show 
a statistically significant decrease in their aggression. 
Specifically, 
a) High-Aggression S's will experience a decrease in 
their aggression after the film. 
b) Low-Aggression S'a will experience either no-change 
or a decrease in their aggression after the film. 
The following predictions are implied within the above 
general hypotheses, and are baaed upon the above rationales 
for the High- and Low-Aggression S 1 s responses to the experi-
mental films. 
22 
~) The difference between High-AggressionS's aggression s core 
changes in E-1 and E-2 will not be statistically significant. 
5) The difference between Low-Aggression S 1 s aggression score 
changes in E-1 and E-2 will be statistically significant. 
6) The difference in ch~es in aggression scores for all S's 
in E-1 and E-2 will be statistically significant. S 1 s in 
E-1 will show a decrease in their aggression scores, S 1 s in 
E-2 will not sh ow a predominant change in their aggression 
scores. 
7) The difference in changes in aggression scores for all S's 
in E-1 and E-3 will be statistically significant. S 1 s in 
E-1 will show a greater decrease in their aggression scores 
than S 1 s in E-3. 
8) S's in E-2 and E-3 will not differ significantly in their 
aggression score changes. 
9) The identification choices of High-Aggression S 1 s 
within experimental conditions 1 and 2 will not differ 
significantly. 
10) The Identification choices of Low-Aggression S's within 
experimental conditions 1 and 2 will differ significantly. 
11) The differences in identification choices of High- ~~d 
Low-AggressionS's will be greater within experimental 
condition 2 than within experimental condition 1. 
12) Experimental Condition 1: With the exception of question 
7, High-Aggression S's will choose Hopalong more often 
than other film characters. 
13) Experimental Condition 1: With the exception of question 
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7, Low-Aggression S 1 s will distribute their identification 
choices equally among all film characters. The identifica-
tion choices of Hoppy and of others will not differ signi-
ficantly. 
1~) Experimental Condition 2: Low-Aggression S 1 s within E-2 
will choose the villain significantly less often on 
positive identification questions than will Low-Aggression 
S's within E-1. 
15) The amount of distortion of information by S's will be 
greater within E~2 than within E-1. This difference will 
be statistically significant. 
Chapter V 
METHOD 
Subjects 
Subjects numbered 220. They consisted of 109 male and 
111 female children between the ages of eight and ten years 
old; median age was 9 years and 3 months. They were in either 
the third or four th grade in grammar school. They were all 
white, and from predomin~ntly middle- class homes. The school 
was situated in a suburb north of Boston made up pri1narily 
of residential homes. Subjects were placed with the experi-
mental conditions on a group basis. 
Subjects were available to the experimenter during school 
hours; the experiment was conducted in classrooms. In order 
to have an equal number of male, female, and the three age 
groups, still within the four conditions, a third and fourth 
grade class was randomly selected and placed group-wise with-
in a particular experimental condition. 
Operational Definition of Subgroups of High-, Medium-, and 
~-Aggression Subjects 
Since previous studies in this particular area are scant 
and this is primarily an exploratory study, it was thought 
feasible to demonstrate as clearly as possible whether or not 
there were differences in the subgroups' reaction to the film 
variables. Our subjects therefore were divided into thirds. 
The operational procedure was to determine the upper, middle 
and low thirds of our empirical distribution of the S's be-
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fore film aggressive score. S 1 s before-film aggression scores 
we re determined in the following manner. Beneath each of the 
twelve pictures presented to S 1 s were six possible responses. 
Only one was to be selected for each picture. The possible 
responses were made up of two extr~punitive, two impunitive# 
and two intra-punitive responses. Of the t wo extrapunitive 
responses, one was more aggressive than the other. 1 If this 
was chosen S was given an aggression score of two for that 
particular picture. If the other extrapunitive respons e was 
selected by S, he was given a score of one for that picture. 
A subject's before-film measure of aggressiveness was his 
total extrapunitive score for the t welve pictures. The three 
subgroups are characterized as High, Medium, and Low-Aggression 
subjects. This procedure of thirds was used to provide sub-
jects within each of the experimental conditions for within-
condition analyses and comparisons, as well as comparison 
between conditions. 
1. Three judges working independently of one another agreed 
on 37 of the 48 responses (78%) as to which was the more 
aggressive of the two extrapunitive responses. 
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Table 1 
Di~~erences Between Mean Be~ore-Film Aggression Scores or 
High- and Low-Aggression S 1 s in Control and Experi-
mental Conditions. 
Condition Subgroups Mean t-value, d~ 
Control High-Agg. 7.059 7.73-4: 33 Low -Agg. .500 
Exp' tal 1 High-Agg. 7.000 5.322 30 Low -Agg. .571 
Exp' tal 2 High-Agg. 5.89-4: 6.072 39 Low -Agg. .636 
Exp 1 tal 3 High-Agg. 8.-4:00 8.8-4:2 29 Low -Agg. .619 
Control & E-1 High A~g. .039 33 
Control & E-2 
" 
.73-4: 3-4: 
Control & E-3 " " .98-! 25 ·' -E-1 & E-2 " " .718 35 • . 
E-1 & E-3 " " .871 26 -E-2 & E-3 n " 1.285 27 
Control & E-1 Low Agg. .152 30 
Control & E-2 n If .259 38 
Control & E-3 " If .365 37 - .. E-1 & E-2 " 
II 
.110 3-4: 
-
E-1 & E-3 " n .099 3-4: 
E-2 & E-3 If " .033 -4:1 
P-value 
( .01 
( .01 
< ·Ol 
( .01 
.95 
<·5 >· -4: ( .-4: >·3 ( .5 >.-! 
.-4: 
(•3 ) .2 
(.9 ).8 
.8 
<·8 >· 7 
.95 
.95 
.99 
Table 1 above shows that upper-third S's were ~igni~i­
cantly more aggressive than lower-third S 1s. Hence the 
characterization of upper third S's as High-aggression. Lower 
thirdS's consisted of S's with the lowest possible E scores 
on the before-film Picture-Frustration Study, i.e., one or 
no E responses out of a total of twelve possible E responses. 
This restricts the amount of decreases possible in aggression 
for these S's since they initially are at the bottom of the 
scale, restricting their aggression changes to increases or 
no-changes. Although such a "floor" effect reduces the lati-
tude of change it does not completely negate differences in 
changes since differences in increased aggression are possible 
and lack of change may indirectly indicate that Low-Aggression 
S's would either not have changed (as their responses show) or 
may have decreased some. The statistical hypothesis that 
upper- and lower-third subgroups were drawn from populations 
with a common mean aggression score is untenable. The t-
values of upper and lower third S's yield P-values less than 
.01 in control condition and E-1, E-2, and E-3. The mean 
before-film aggression score for these two subgroups differs 
significantly. 
Between conditions comparison of the mean aggression 
scores of each of the two subgroups placed with control con-
dition and E-1, E-2 and E-3 tested the statistical hypothesis 
that respective samples of upper third and the lower third 
subgroups were drawn from populations with common mean ag-
gression scores. All t-value scores do not permit the 
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rejection of this hypothesis. The respective subgroups of 
S's within Control, E-1, E-2 and E-3 conditions may be con-
sidered having comparable mean before-fi~ aggression scores 
which do not differ significantly. 
Tests of independence between age, sex, and before-film 
aggression score; and. before-film aggression scores and S 1 s 
age and experimental treatments indicate that there were no 
statistically significant differences in the placement of 
S's within the three experimental conditions. These data 
show that the experimental conditions were comparable in 
terms of their subjects' ages, number of male and female, 
and before-film aggression scores. 
Table 2 
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Tests of Independence Between Important Subject and Experimenta l 
Variables 
Variables Tested 
Subjects' Sex & Before-
Film Aggression Score 
Subjects' Age & Before-
Film Aggression Score 
Subjects' High and Low 
Before-Film Aggression 
Scores & Experimental 
Condition Placed In. 
Subjects' Age & Experi-
mental Condition Placed In 
Subjects• Sex & Experi -
mental Condition Placed In 
Ohi-Sq 
value 
7.819 
~.030 
7.176 
1.260 
df 
2 
3 
6 
3 
P-value 
2-tail 
.a 
.1 
Procedure and Instructions 
A before-after design was used. At the first meeting 
with experimental subjects they were told that the experi-
menter had come to their school on that particular day to 
play "games" with them and that he would return later in the 
same week. The nature or names of the games were left un-
qualified. No mention was made of a film to be presented 
later, nor of their being subjects within an experiment. 
The instructions after the introducnion were immediately 
directed to playing the particular game that the experimenter 
had precedingly handed out face down to each subject. This 
"game" was the modified Picture-Frustration Test. 
Subjects were told to turn to the first page, on which 
were three practice picture items. These practice pictures 
appeared only on the before-film form of the test. They were 
unmistakeably aggressive in content. This was done purposely 
so that the subjects would not feel inhibited if they had 
responded initially with aggression to the practice pictures, 
or when presented with later experimental picture situations. 
When the subjects had turned to these practice items, the ex-
perimenter told them to look at the first picture and notice 
what was happening. There they saw a picture in which frus-
trating behavior was depicted. They were then told to look 
below the picture and select one of the six sentences they 
thought the non-speaking individual in the picture would say. 
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It invariably occurred that one or more subjects in the class 
would hold up their hands and say they knew. Rather than 
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have these children overtly verbalize·their selections, giving 
cues to the others, the experimenter would quickly say, "Good. 
Now don't tell anyone, but let's each of us place a checkmark 
by the sentence he or she thinks the person in the picture 
will say." The subjects were instructed to do this for all 
three practice pictures. 
After the experimenter bad made sure that all subjects 
had completed the three practice pictures, they were in-
structed to play the rest of the game by themselves and not 
tell their neighbors what sentences they were going to choose. 
Subjects were then told that they could turn the page and play. 
At no time were they told to hurry or instructed in the 
selection of responses. 
When subjects held up their hands for help, the experi-
menter would restrict this aid to the rereading of words or 
to the simplified defining of words. Subjects who asked what 
they should do in the way of selecting sentences were told by 
the experimenter that he "didn't know," but that they "knew 
better than he what (they) wanted to choose." 
After this personality test was administered, subjects 
were presented with a 30-item pre-film questionnaire con-
cerning their movie and television preferences and behavior. 
(See appendix for a copy.) This pre-questionnaire was given 
' 
in order to determine whether the groups differed in their 
prefe r en ce for different types of' movies and in the f1•equency 
of movies and/or television shows they witnessed. There were 
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also questions concerning the kinds of behavior they liked or 
did not like to witness in motion picture and television films. 
After the pre-questionnaire had been administered. and com-
ple ted, the experimenter told each group tb.a t he would keep his 
promise and come back later that week, when they would play 
some more games. If asked what the games were or if there 
were any other different games, the experimenter would only 
say that this was to be kept a secret and that if he told them 
it would no longer be a .secret. 
On the third succeeding day the experimenter returned, 
and in the same classroom order presented one of three experi-
mental films. After the film presentation, subjects were told 
that they were next to play a game much like the one they had 
played earlier in the week (this was their second form of the 
personality measure), and that the rules by which the game 
was played had not changed. 1 If any questions occurred they 
1. A possible criticism one might raise concerning the method 
used within the present research is that our procedure of 
being both permissive and associated with the film shown to 
S's w~uld encourage the children to be aggressive, whereas 
in real-life film situations they might not be as aggressive. 
There is some support for this criticism in unreported data 
of Merton, reported in correspondence from Dr. A.J.Brodbeck 
to R.S.A. Merton's data show that the influence of mass-
media upon S is determined somewhat by the individual who 
directs S to the film, magazine, or newspaper. If this "is 
a friend and/or a person of high status this influence will 
be somewhat different from the influence of an individual 
with different characteristics. Two things might be said 
for this criticism's applicability in the present research. 
(continued) 
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could hold up their hand and the experimenter would see them 
individually. 
After they had compl eted the after-film measure of ag-
gression# subjects were asked to "answer some questions about 
the movie we had all seen; choose the answer from each question 
that fits each of you best." This was the post-film question-
naira made up of 32 questions (33 questions in the form given 
to subjects in experimental condition 2). These questions 
dealt with psychological distance to the film characters; at-
tributes of the characters; the perception of overt# easily 
discriminable events and interactions within the film; and 
1. (continued) First, the purpose for the manner in which 
the experiment was handled by the experimenter was for 
the expressed purpose of making the film situation as 
neutral and permissive as possible. We as an adult and 
as a stranger did not wish to be an additional inhibiting 
variable in Ss' responding to the P-F study either before 
or immediately after the film was presented. The fact 
that we observed a normal distribution of aggression scores 
on the before-measurement with two statistically signifi-
cant extreme subgroups (our upper and lower third a•s) is 
evidence that the experimenter did not influence S's 
responses constantly in one direction. Secondly, that the 
experimenter might have influenced the manner in which S's 
were influenced by the film and that this might be a con-
stant error in our after-film measurement of aggression is 
not borne out by the results presented in table ~ (in the 
chapter on results). Here it will be noticed that the 
different experimental conditions resulted in statistically 
significant and different changes inS's aggressive 
responses. Considering that at least two classrooms were 
used within each experimental condition and that these two 
classrooms were treated separately with a time gap of be-
tween three and four hours during which other film-conditions 
were set up and run byE, the possibility of the experimenter's 
association with any of the three experimental films resulting 
in a constant error within the after-film measurements is 
quite tenuous and not borne out by our results. 
lastly, the subject's own liking or disliking of the film 
per~~ its ending., and a possible second showing of it at 
an unspecified later date. 
Instrument Used 
Subjects' aggressive responses were measured on a mofi-
fied children's form of the Rosenzweig Picture-Frustration 
Study. This and the Children's Apperceptive Test were pre-
tested on 25 children (13 boys, 12 girls) ages 8 through 9 
years. The G.A.T. proved too demanding and unmanage able when 
used with this age group on a group basis. It was not used 
therea.fter. 
Two equivalent forms of the P-F study were arranged 
.from the pre-test results. The "drawing" power o.f each of 
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the 2~ pictures was determined to see which type of response 
(extra-, im-, or intra-punitive) S 1 s gave for each particular 
picture. In the pre-test S's wrote out their responses; .from 
these responses and those given by Rosenzweig (39), the experi-
menter selected six "possible" responses for each o.f t.."le 
pictures. These six responses consisted o.f 2 o.f each of the 
three kinds o.f aggressive responses. These six responses were 
presented beneath each picture when the study was used in the 
experimental and control conditions. 
S's were given the alternate .forms in the .following 
manner. Half o.f each group received for.m A; the other half 
o.f the group, .form B, for the before-measure of aggression. 
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Three days later, after the film presentation, S's were g iven 
the appropriate second form for the after-film measure. (See 
copies of P-F Study in appendix.) Counter-balancing of the 
two equivalent forms was maintained throughout the experiment. 
Reliability 
The reliability of the modified Picture-Frustration Study 
was computed for the number of extra-punitive aggressive 
responses made by S's in the control groups. The coefficient 
of reliability for the third grade control group was .875. 
This was also computed for the total number of picture-items 
by the Spearman-Brown formula (14). The coefficient of reli-
ability by this formula came to .93. The index of reliability 
(15, p. 391) indicating the highest self-correlation one may 
expect for any subject within the group using this instrument 
was computed. It was .948 or .95. 
The reliability coefficient for the fourth grade control 
was .551; computed by the Spearman-Brown formula it came to 
.710. The index of reliability for the instrument within this 
control group was .854. 
Both reliability coefficients were significant beyond the 
.01 Je vel. 
Validity 
While there is an abundance of material on the adult 
form of the Picture-Frustration Test, material concerning 
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the children's form is limited. Vfuat there is (16, 27, ~0, ~1) 
indicates that the test is reliable, and has a degree of validity 
warranting confidence in its use. The coefficients of relia-
bility have not been computed and published in the literature 
for the children's form. 
Rosenzweig et al (38, 41) has published several studies 
dealing with normal and problem children which substantiate 
the hypothesis that as age increases there is increased social-
ization indicated by a corresponding depression in the E-score. 
He (~1) has also found that children with behavioral problems 
concerning open aggression had a greater E-score than normal 
children of the same age. The difference is significant beyond 
the .05 level. 
Another important study in which the children's picture-
frustration test was used is reported by McCary (27). 
The Picture-Frustration Test was given to white and negro 
children in both southern and northern parts of the country. 
His results indicate that the test ~~s validity. He found, 
for example, that the northern negroes reacted more extra-
punitively than did the southern negro. This would be expected 
because of the more permissive atmosphere and tradition in 
northern states concerning negroes' behavior. He also noted 
that children, in contrast to adults, were more impulsive 
and showed more externally directed aggression, with less 
acceptance of blame for their aggressive behavior. McCary's 
study of' difference in aggressive responses on the P-F 
study for white and negro children in northern and southern 
states reports results which indicate that S 1 s responses on 
the children 1 s form of' the P-F study has a valid relation-
ship to overt behavior. This relationship between the paper 
and pencil measure and real-life aggression is similar to 
that reported in Gatling's (16) and Rosenzweig's (41) studies 
in which delinquents and problem children whose behavior was 
overly aggressive against other persons scored highly extra-
punitively in their aggression. McCary also did not find a 
sex difference in his results, which is in line with the 
previous studies with the P-F Test indicated above, in which 
no sex differences were found. 
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Chapter VI 
RESULTS 
The results of the experimental treatment of subjects 
within the three film conditions will be presented in the 
following order, with an introduction to each particular 
section, the appropriate tables, and a discussion of the 
results. The order of presentation is as follows: 
1) Analysis of the effects of each experimental film 
on the aggression scores of all subjects shown that 
particular film. We shall compare our experimental 
groups with the control group who were not shown a 
film and also compare the results of the experi-
mental film with one another. 
2) Analysis of the interaction between the personality 
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variable and the three experimental films shown to S's. 
3) Analysis of the in te rae tion between the age variable 
with the three experimental films shown S's. 
4) Analysis of the interaction of Ss' intelligence scores 
with the three experimental films shovm them. 
5) Analysis of the data on the identification choices 
made within the two experimental conditions (E-1 
and E-2) in which a complete film was shown to S's. 
The effect upon Ss' identification choices of the 
interaction between four subject variables {age, 
sex, I.~., and aggression score) and the two ex-
perimental conditions will also be presented in 
this section. 
6) Analysis of the data concerned with Ss' perception 
and possible distortion of events depicted within 
experimental conditions 1 and 2. 
Overall Effects of the Three Experimental Film Conditions. 
One of the basic questions asked concerning the effect 
of films upon Ss 1 aggression is whether or not each particu-
lar kind of film has a reliably different effect upon the 
aggression of all the subjects who were shown the film. 
Does the film shown in E-1 result in a different effect up-
on Ss' aggression scores than the film shown within E-2? 
We also are interested in the role that the film ending 
plays within the overall effect of the film. Does the manner 
of resolution of the depicted aggression and conflict within 
the stereotypic cowboy film have an effect upon S's that is 
reliably different from the effect of the general content of 
the film which itself presents exclusively the aggression 
and conflict between the principal film characters? Table 3 
below contains the data relevant to these questions. 
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Table 3 
Significance of Difference I n Mean Changes 
--
Before & 
Condition After t-value df P-val ue Hypotheses 
Changes 
in Means 
Control & +.52 1.115 104 .1?} Expl tal 1 will Exper 11 1 +1.10 result in a sig-
nificant decrease 
in aggression 
Control & +.52 
.744 . 103 .4 Expltal 2 will Exp 1 tal 2 +.12 not result in a 
significant 
change. 
Control & + . 52 1.540 108 .06?f- E.xpltal 3 will Exp 1 tal 3 -.25 result in a 
significant ,de-
crease. 
Exp 1tal 1 & +1.10 1.571 108 . 06* Exp 1 tal 1 will Exp 1 tal 2 + .12 result in a de-
crease in agg.; 
exp 1 tal 2 in no 
significant 
chanse . 
Exp 1 tal 1 +1 . 10 2 . 445 114 • 007?i- Exp
1 tal 1 will 
Exp 1 tal 3 - . 25 result in a de-
crease in agg. J 
exp 1 t 1 3 in a 
significant de-
crease. 
Exp 1 tal 2 + .12 
.692 113 .5 There will be Exp 1 tal 3 
-
.25 no significant 
difference in 
changes in ex-
perimental 2 and 
exp 1 tal 3. ) 
" -;..· = one- t ail tes t 
The data presented within table 3 indicates that three 
of the six hypotheses were confirmed, numbers 2, 3 and 6. 
The other hypotheses must be r~jected. But more important 
than the number of hypotheses confirmed are the differences 
which occurred between the experimental conditions in which 
films were shown and the control condition in which no film 
was shown and the differences between E-1 and E-3. 
The experimental films had the following effects upon 
Ss 1 aggression scores. 
Experimental Condition 1: 
The stereotypic film shown to all S 1 s with E-1 resulted 
in an increase in Ss 1 aggression scores rather than the pre-
dicted reduction. The magnitude of this increase is better 
appreciated with recognition that S 1 s within the control con-
dition also experienced a slight increase in their aggression 
scores because of variables other than a film variable. Even 
with both groups experiencing similar response changes the 
difference between the two conditions has a one-tail P-value 
of .1; E-1 effecting a larger increase in Ss' aggression 
scores. 
The rationale for predicting that E-1 would result in an 
overall reduction in Sa' aggression score was based upon the 
supposition that while the film content per~ would stimu-
late an increase in Sa' aggression when they watched the ag-
gression portrayed in the film, the film ending would afford 
~0 
~1 
them a pro-social means of covertly discharging this enhanced 
aggression. It was felt that through Ss' identification with 
Hopalong and, to a lesser extent, with the other pro-social 
characters in the film, S 1 s would be able to covertly aggress 
aga inst the villain without fear of punishment or guilt. This 
covert aggression therefore would reduce the aggressive feeling 
of subjects. 
Experimental Condition 2: 
The film variable shown in E-2 did not produce a statis-
tically significant change in Ss' aggression scores. This was 
predicted, - the rationale being that high and low aggression 
S 1 s of this experimental condition would have complementary 
reactions to the film: their response changes thereby can-
celling one another. If these reactions to the film variable 
occur we should not expect a predominant, overall change in 
Ss' aggression. This does not say that the film with E-2 was 
without its effect upon S's but that it had two different ef-
fects upon High and Low aggression S 1s. 
Experimental Condition 3: 
The overall effect of the film shown in the third experi-
mental situation resulted in the predicted statistically sig-
nificant decrease in Sa' aggression scores. Lack of a film 
ending and not the film content ~ toto, was the independent 
variable. Low aggression S 1 s were predicted to show a decrease 
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in their aggression score because of the lack of a "pro-social" 
film ending. This film ending would have presented to them 
the necessary cues by which they might 'rationalize' their own 
aggression increase within the permissive film situation. High 
aggression S's were expected not to be greatly effected because 
of the laclc of a film ending, having more acceptance of their 
own aggression and less anxiety over its increase in the film 
situation. 
A one-tail test of the hypothesis ahows that the differ-
ence between the control condition and E-3 yields a P-value of 
.06, thereby confirming the hypothesis. The conclusion to be 
drawn from these data is that the general content of the con-
ventional cowboy film, minus its resolution, results in a de-
crease in Ss 1 aggression scores. 
~ Effect of the Film Ending: 
The effect of the film ending, per~, upon Ss' aggression 
scores is seen clearly in a comparison of experimental condi-
tions 1 and 3. The difference between these two effects upon 
Ss' aggression scores is statistically significant beyond the 
.007 level. The two film variables effected S 1 s in opposite 
manners; E-1 resulting in an increaae in Ss' aggression scores 
and E-3 in a decrease. 
The two films shown to S •s within E-1 and E-3 were iden-
tical except that E-3's film lacked an ending. One may conclude 
that from the above data that the film ending and the film 
content-without-ending influence Ss 1 aggression scores in 
opposite manners. 
Moreover, the effect of the ending upon Sa' aggression 
appears to be the more effective of the two processes oc-
curring wi thin the conventional film. The S's in E-1 show 
an increase in their aggression scores when measured i mmedi-
ately after the complete film and an overall decrease in 
aggression when comparable S's are measured just before the 
film ending is shown. It is therefore reasonable to assume 
that the effect of the film ending in increasing aggression 
is strong enough to overcome the opposite effect of the film 
content per ~· 
The Effect of Different Kinds of Film Content 
The effect of the kind of film content upon Sa' aggression 
is observed in a comparison of results of E-1 and E-2. The 
two fibns differ radically in their content. We predicted 
that E-1 would result in a statistically significant decrease 
in aggression and E-2 in no significant change in Sa' aggression 
scores, thereby implying that E-1 should result in a signifi-
cantly greater decrease in S's aggression than E~2. The ob-
tained difference between E-1 and E-2 is statistically signi-
ficant at the .06 level. The changes in aggression are 
increases; not the predicted d~crease in aggression. 
Personality Variable · 
The personality variable being studied within the present 
experiment is S's score on the Children's form of the Rosen-
zweig Picture-Frustration Study. The operational definitions 
of the High.-, Medium-, · and Low-Aggression S 's have been pre-
sented in Chapter v. The selection of this particular vari-
able for study was determined because of its relevancy to the 
general question of the effect of aggression cowboy films 
upon the aggression, identification and perceptual behavior 
of children 8 to 10 years of age. 
Complete theoretical reasons for the selection of sub-
jects of High- and Low-Aggression and for the prediction s 
concerning their behavior within the various film conditions 
have already been given; analysis of the effect of these 
film conditions upon S's aggression score will now be pre-
~ented separately for each of the conditions, followed by 
a general discussion of these data. 
Table -i 
TESTS OF INDEPENDENCE BETWEEN HIGH- AND LOW-AGGRESSION S's 
AND INCREASE OR NO INCREASE IN AGGRESSION AFTER FILM. 
Condition Chi-Sq.value df 1-tail Frequencies 
2 X 2 P-value Increase no in-
crease 
Control .082 1 <·• ).35 Hi 5 12 Low 5 13 
.242 l (.35 >·25 Hi 8 10 
Low 5 9 
Exp 1tal 1 
Exp'tal 2 .716 1 <· 25 ).15 Hi 7 12 
Low 11 11 
Exp' tal 3 2.178 l <·1 ).05 Hi ~ 8 
Low 10 ll 
Table S 
% OF SUBJECTS WITHIN EACH CONDITION SHOWING EFFECTS OF EXPERI• 
MENTAL TREATMENTS ON AGGRESSIVE RESPONSES 
Condi- Increased No Decreased 
tion Subgroup Agsression Cha!!€je ~gression 
Con- High Aggression S's 29.4:0 35.20 35.3 
trol Medium 
" " 20.0 .w.oo 40.00 Low- " " 27.77 61.11 11.12 .. --
Exp.l High Aggression S'a 44.4:4 11.11 44.44 
Medium- " " 39.13 21.73 39.13 Low- " " 35.71 4:2.85 21.4:2 .. 
Exp. 2 High Aggression S'a 36.84 10.52 52.63 
Medium 
" " 
53.33 20.00 4:6.66 
Low-
" " 
so.oo 4:0.90 9.09 
Exp. 3 High Aggression s•s 20.00 30.00 50.00 
Medium- " " 28.57 21.4:2 50.00 
Low- " " 4:7.61 4:2.85 9.52 
Experimental Condition 1 
The overall differences among the two subgroups of S•a 
in the changes in aggression after the film presentation were 
not statistically significant, having a P-value between .35 
and .25. Neither the High-Aggression and Low-Aggression S'a 
within E-l ahowed a predominant increase in their aggression 
scores. 
Low-Aggression S's differed from the other S's in two 
respects: first, a greater proportion of them were not ef-
fected by the fi~ variable to the extent of showing aggression 
changes after the filmj second, Low-Aggression S's whose 
aggression was altered by the film variable indicate a 
slight tendency toward an increase in aggressiveness, rather 
than the equal number of increases or decreases shown by 
other S' a. 
Experimental Condition 2 
Differences in aggression response changes among S's 
are not statistically significant. The P-value for these 
differences lies between .25 and .15. Results within E-2 
are similar to those in E-1 -- Low-Aggression S 1 s were again 
least affected by the film variable. A larger percentage of 
Low-Aggression S 1 s showed increases in their aggression 
after the film than High-Aggression S's. 
Experimental Condition 3 
Subgroups' changes after the film were almost statisti-
cally significant within this condition (P•value of between 
.1 and .06). It will be recalled that the film variable was 
the same as that showo in E-1 except that the film ending 
was not shown. 
The High Aggression S's experienced fewer increases in 
aggressiveness. Furthermore, the proportion of High-Aggression 
S 1s in this condition showing no-change in their aggressive 
response is much greater than in E-2. The p~oportiona are 
30% to 10.52% respectively. 
The effectiveness of the film variable upon Low-Aggression 
S's responses is identical to that of the E-2 film variable: 
their aggression responses either increased in number, or 
showed no-change. 
The effect of the film ending upon S' s aggression response 
is one of the main variables we are concerned with~ We have 
previously dealt with the effect the film ending had upon the 
aggression responses of all subjects within E•l and E-3. In 
this section we shall note the interaction between different 
before-film aggression scores and absence of the film ending. 
Table 6 
BETWEEN CONDITIONS COMPARISON OF SAME TYPE AGGRESSION Ss' 
INCREASE OR NO-INCREASE 
--
Type of Agg • . Conditions Chi-Sq. 1-tail 
Compared 2 x 2 table df P-value 
Control & E-1 .s•s 1 <.25 ).15 
" & E-2 .239 1 (.35 ).25 
High-
-Aggression H & E-3 .290 1 (.35 ).25 
Subjects 
E-1 & E-2 .221 1 .3 
E-1 & E-3 1.673 1 .1 
Control & E-1 .213 1 (.35 ).25 
" & E-2 2.037 1 (.1 ).06 
Low-
Aggression 
" 
& E-3 1.612 1 (.15 ).1 
Subjects 
E-i & E"'2 .707 1 (.25 ).li 
E-1 & E-3 .489 1 .25 
-i8 
It will be recalled that we believed Low-Aggression S•s 
would be very much effected by the ending of the film. Where 
there was no film ending to help them in rationalizing the 
aggression they w1 tnessed in the film, we felt that they would 
show an extreme decrease in aggressiveness. This is not the 
effect seen. The difference between Low-Aggression S 1 s ag-
gression score changes within E-l and E-3 is not statistically 
significant. Moreover, the changes were not as predicted; S's 
increasing rather than decreasing in aggression. The High-
Aggression S's were a bit more effected by the film ending 
than the Low-AggressionS's; yet again the difference in re-
sponse changes is not statistically significant. The differ-
ence between High-Aggressive S's in E-1 and E-3 yields a 
P-value of .l,and .25 for Low-Aggressive S•s. 
The conclusions to be drawn from the data above are that 
the film ending does not have a differential effect upon the 
response changes of either High- or Low-Aggression S•s. When 
personality is standardized, as in the above comparisons, 
neither film content nor ending as the independent variable 
effects differentially the changes in Sa' aggression scores. 
''cf. Table 6). When the film content and ending is standard-
ized, and we observe S's of different aggressiveness within 
the same film situation we find that the film does not haye 
reliably different effects upon Sa' aggression (cf. Table -i). 
Discussion of Change ~ Lack of Changes in Aggressive Responses 
An hypothesis that might be offered in explanation of the 
differences between the High- and Low-Aggression subgroups cen-
ters about a difference in their "lability" expression of their 
aggression. This is a description of the different behavior 
each demonstrates in their selection of targets for their ag-
gression. The High-Aggression S's are able to aggress against 
more objects than tbe Low-Aggression s•s. 
Most High-Aggression subjects are habitually .outwardly 
directed in the expression of ~~eir aggression. It is very 
much a matter of the interaction between their aggression 
drive and . the presence of objects within the immediate en-
vironment. These objects become objects of aggression because 
of stimulus generalization from more primary aggression in-
stigators, or because of the actual presence of the hostile 
agents within a stimulus situation in Which inhibiting forces 
against aggression are minimal. 
But the case is the opposite for Low-Aggression S's. 
The role of the Self in their aggressive behavior is per-
haps more direct than in High-Aggression s•s. The self, as 
a target for aggressive responses and the inhibiting aggression-
guilt as motive are both generally present and operative. 
Since it is th~ self which gives consistency to individual 
behavior and personality dynamics (30), one can therefore 
assume that the self is also always present as an object of 
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aggression, motivated by the guilt related to the ever-present 
sel£. In such a case there is less dependency upon the ex-
ternal environment £or complete stimulation of the aggression. 
What is required is a stimulus-object or event, such as a 
film or story, to make the individual become more aware o£ 
the general area of behavior to which his guilt is related; 
i.e., to "cue" them to aggression against other persons. The 
selection of target objects and the motivation of aggressive 
responses to this object then follow a behavioral sequence 
already learned. 
Whereas the High-Aggression individual may be motivated 
by a varied number and kinds of stimuli of his aggressive 
responses, once aggression is instigated, the Low-Aggression 
individual is, to an extent, independent of external stimu-
lation and the presence or absence of targets for aggressive 
responses. 
Such behavior would account for the differences between 
these two subgroups within all three conditions. 
It will be recalled from tables 4 and 5 that the Low-
Aggression group was the less affected by the film variable, 
and, within the control condition, showed less change between 
the first and second measures of aggression. 
·The above explanation helps to account for the observed 
difference in the amount of change or no change, but offers 
only an indirect explanation for the kind o£ change. 
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We found that Low-Aggression S 1s generally become in-
creasingly aggressive when they do change; the High-Aggressive 
S's frequencies of changes were either an increase · or decrease 
in their aggressiveness with the overall change being a de-
crease in aggression. 
In acc~unting for this difference between the High- and 
Low-Aggression S 1 s one should remember when the inhibiting 
forces are lessened somewhat, through either anonymity or un-
awareness on their parts or the similarity between the present 
stimulus situation and past punitive situations, Low-aggression 
S's are better able to aggress outwardly. This results because 
S's are less self-conscious. Consequently they do not need to 
inhibit and "internalize" aggression but instead can permit it 
more overt expression. 
But why should these S 1 s become more aggressive in a 
film situation? The permissiveness £1Us the aggressive nature 
of the film situation itself make such a shift in objec t of 
aggression, slight as it is, not only permissible but feasible 
especially in E-2. Another significant variable is the presence 
or an external "fantasy" target against which to aggress, - a 
target who is depicted within the f'ilm as an obviously non-
socially approved object of aggression. This is specifically 
the villain, but to a minor extent (as we see in the data on 
identification choices) other secondary characters may be 
targets. 
The fi~ variable itself is important. Within conditions 
E-3 and E-2 where Low-Aggression S 1 s changes at between the 
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.15 and .1 levels of significance, the break with S 1 s expectan-
cies is greater than in E-1 or the control. Here the film 
aggression is expressed without becoming a punishable act. S 
is given both a model of behavior, an opportunity to partici-
pate in otherwise forbidden behavior, and fi~ characters 
ag~inst whom he ndght aggress but who cannot return aggression 
or report his aggression to persons who punish him. 
Our explanation of the behavior of the High-Aggression 
subgroup will be concerned only in explicating why their ag-
gression either increased or decreased. 
We assume there was a greater change in their aggression 
because they have fewer and weaker inhibitions against their 
expression gf aggression. If a child is allowed to aggress 
in the home against others he will be able to express his 
aggression more often, a greater percentage of the times 
that he is motivated to be aggressive and have also more sub-
jects in number and kind against which to aggress. The 
greater range of choices and fewer op~rating inhibitions 
underlie the condition described above as a difference in 
lability in the expression of aggression. The High-aggression 
individual is more prone to change, to shift his objects of 
aggression as he has learned to aggress against non-punishing 
objects in the past. He also has an easier, less-inhibited 
discharge of aggression because of his greater practice and 
fewer obstructing forces (experiences and persona). 
High-aggressive S's aggression; because of their fewer 
inhibitions due to fewer negative past experiences resulting 
from their aggressive responses; the great potential of re-
infGrcing objects; i.e., persons against which they may ag-
gress; and probably the more immediate quality of their 
aggressive response against these objects, do not have to 
postpone their aggressive responses and reinforcement. Nor 
do they have to internalize these responses as do Low-
Aggression S 1s, for almost the converse of the above holds 
for Low-Aggression subjects. 
The above factors cover the behavior of those High-
Aggression subjects who became more aggressive or did not 
change. High-aigression S 1 s whose number of aggressive 
responses decreased indicate the presence of varying degrees 
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of inhibiting forces and strength of their aggressive resp0nses. 
A previous study by Wolf and Fiske (~3) indicates that children 
do know when they transgress parental wishes by reading for-
bidden comic books containing asocial content. High-aggression 
subjects whose aggressiveness was reduced by the film variable 
may be reacting similarly. They are not habitual aggressors 
against others, but do so only under favorable conditions. 
Although it is speculative at this time, one might say 
that our High-aggression S' s are made up of t11ro subtypes of 
High-aggression children: one composed of the extremely 
habitual High-Aggression child; the other or those children 
who are not as habitual or extreme. The dirference between 
the two types of S's may lie in the degree to which such be-
~Tior is fostered in the socialization practices and learned 
through identification with parents and others. 
It will be recalled that our S 1 s were drawn from a low 
middle and middle middle-class residential area. One of the 
manners in which the socio-economic classes in America differ 
among themselTes is in the way that they sanotion or do not 
sanction aggressiTe behavior (3~). Maccoby!! al (30) present 
data to the effect that mothers or the upper-middle socio-
economic class are more lenient in such socialization areas 
as toilet and sex training, allowing, and perhaps encouraging, 
as much aggression on the part or their children as upper-
lower class mothers. From the description of the socio-
economic scale used in the above study and the present ~Titer's 
observations of the children and town in which they lived, he 
would say that subjects in the present study would more likely 
be placed in the lower half of the Maccoby-scale; i.e. upper-
lower. Theoretically, where there are repressive socializin& 
practices operating, one might assume that covert behavior 
will serve as a means of tension reduction and substitute fUl-
rillment of the checked overt behavior. There is some grounds 
for hypothesizing that those High-Aggression S's who showed 
an increase after the experimental films (especially in E-1 
and E-3) are children from the more strict homes; in this 
sense they respond somewhat similarly to our Low-Aggression 
s•s. 
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It does not appear too extreme to say that those High-
Aggression S's who experienced a decrease in their aggression 
in both E-1 and E-2 were children in whom aggressiveness is 
limited and justifiable only in certain prescribed situations. 
A case could be made for these S 1s especially in E-2, in 
which the asocial aggression is so clearly presented and 
shown unpunished. Here was a dramatic presentation of 
asocial, bad, aggressive behavior, and what its results are: 
harming socially approved, 'good' people. Such a film could 
easily be a stimulus to these S's own fear and guilt con-
cerning such unjustified behavior on their own part. 
Such factors as the above might also aid in explaining 
why only a few High-Aggression S's within both E-1 and E-2 
were not affected by the film variables -- it is because 
they had as stimuli a wide range of stimulus Talue for High-
Aggression S 1 s as a group. 
Discussion of Interaction between Film ~ a Stimulus and 
Aggression Variables 
The order of "unusualness" of the three films shown from 
least to greatest is: the control condition, in which no film 
variable is introduced; experimental condition 1 in which 
the film was stereotypic and did not deviate from the standard 
cowboy film witnessed by our subjects; the experimental condi-
~ 3 film, which is identical to the film in experimental 
condition 1 without its ending. The departure from the con-
yentional is not in the content of the film, but in the short 
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c ntinuity and abrupt completion of the film. The most extreme 
departure was the film in experimental condition 2 in which the 
oTerall plot, the behavioral sequence, and their results were 
all completely reversed from the conventional cowboy moTie. 
As the film variable is altered from the usual content 
it also approached a "breaking" point of expectation for S's 
concerning cowboy films. This is a cognitive break in the sub-
ject 1 s own continuity of past and present experience with 
similar f'ilm material. While this rate of "departure" may 
Tary on an individual basis, its oTerall effect would be to 
make the particular film variables used within E-3 and E-2 
(especially) more distinct and discriminable not only from 
antecedent films, but from behavior which occurs outside the 
.film situation. 
Such phenomena may be obserTed in many situations where 
S must discriminate whether or not stimuli are social (1), 
psychophysical (~8), or perceptual (19). We must remember 
that the process is two-edged. Both film content and real-
-
life situations are being implicitly compared and their 
differences accentuated within the same film situation. 
One result of this process is that an individual's 
aggressive responses should be affected proportionately to 
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the degree of similarity perceived between the film and real-
life situations. The greater the similarity between the two 
stimulus situations, the less change in aggressive responses; 
the greater the dissimi-larity, the greater the change in sub-
jects' aggressive responses. This is confirmed in our experi-
ment. E-2 and E-3 produced the greatest difference among S's 
with different aggressive needs. 
Two general reasons for the response changes or laok of 
change observed were the difference between the response 
habits of the two subgroups and the na. ture of the film stimuli. 
Interaction between the personality variable and the film vari-
able is very similar to what has been observed in doll-play (19). 
Inhibitions and their attendant guilt feelings are ac-
quired in the home, and secondly in the school through inter-
action with parents and their social surrogates. The more 
comparable the home situation and the film situation, the more 
alike will S respond in these two situations. It is not as if 
Low-Aggression S's do not have the need to aggress against 
others, but that there are too many inhibiting forces in the 
life-situations. Thus we have the case where aggression 
against others is both attractive (wanted) and yet conflictful~ 
The more similar the film and real-life situations, the more 
this conflict will be carried over into the film situation. 
E-1 is no great departure from either the usual run of cowboy 
movies ££ the home in at least one major respect; - aggression 
against others is punished, especially where this aggression 
is not socially acceptable and against "good" and 11nice 11 
people. The analogy be tween parents, "others" and children 
necessitates no further extension or comment. 
The films of experimental conditions 3 and 2 are in-
creasingly different from other cowboy films, and, more 
important, the home situation. In such situations aggression 
rarely occurs without responses on the part of those aggressed 
against (as in E-3); and more rarely does the villain aggress 
against socially acceptable and protective persons, be com-
pletely successful in this aggression, and not receive punish-
ment for it (as in E-2). Within E-2 and 3 the aggression is 
not followed by punishment - it is made attractiTe to S, and 
permitted him. 
This is like per.missiTe therapy. As in the Hollenberg 
and Sperry study in doll play (21), the permissiTeness of 
the film-situation and the film stimulus content arouses and 
allows expression of otherwise inhibited aggressive tenden-
cies. This result does not occur with!!! low-aggression 
subjects. A large percentage of these children did not 
change; a few actually became leas aggressive. The conflict 
for these S'a between aggressiveness and their inhibitions 
may be so great that the one instance of film stimulation, 
like one doll session, is not enough to change their 
inhibited aggressiveness by overcoming the inhibitions 
to it. 
~ Variable 
The age variable is an important individual (8) and 
social variable (~) in determining the erfects of films 
upon children's behavior. With differences in age there 
are difrerences .in interests and social experiences out-
side the rilm situation which could determine the relevancy 
of the riim content to S 1 s personality needs and liking or 
disliking or the rilm. Also with dirferent ages there 
are important differences in what aspects or the child's 
behavior are being socialized (8, 12, 3~, ~3), and what 
interests he is acquiring and are being reinforced by his 
parents or by his p~ers and their interest in mass media 
( ~7). 
The erfect of the experimental film variables upon 
Sa' aggression is analyzed below. In this section we shall 
consider the efrects or the films when personality dirfer-
ences are ~andomized and age of S 1s varies. 
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Table 7 
TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE BETWEJ1'N BEFORE 
AND AFTER MEAN AGGRESSION SCORES FOR 3rd AND ~ GRADERS 
Within 
Condition 
Difference 
between before 
and after mean 
aggression scores 
Control 
3rd grade 
~th grade 
Exp 1 tal 1 
3rd grade 
~th grade 
Expltal 2 
3rd grade 
~th grade 
Exp 1 tal 3 
3rd grade 
~th grade 
Between 
conditions 
Control 
Exp 1 tal 2 
Control 
Exp 1 tal 3 
Control 
Exp 1 tal 1 
Control 
Exp' tal 2 
Control 
Exp 1 tal 3 
-1.17 
-+2.81 
- .12 
+ .32 
.63 
-t .06 . 
t-value 
.233 
3.619 
.558 
.917 
t-Talue 
2.011 
1.101 
1.576 
2.696 
.1~7 
.578 
df 
~8 
53 
57 
d.f 
~8 
50 
55 
5~ 
56 
2-tail 
P-Talue 
(. 9 ).8 
<.001 
(.6 ).5 
2-tail 
P-value 
.05 
(.3 ).2 
(.2 ).1 
.01 
(.9 ).8 
The interaction between S 1 s age and the film variable 
was statistically significant within only one experimental 
condition. In E-1 the P-value was less than .001. For the 
control and other two experimental conditions the differences 
in response changes after the film were not reliable. 
Table 7 shows that age differences in response changes 
will be reliable only in a film situation such as E-1, a 
film type for which there has been ample past opportunity 
for S 1 s of different ages to acquire a comparable amount of 
experience. With such a film stimulus and such an audience 
of children eight years old (third graders) and nine years 
old (fourth graders), we can expect the age groups to differ 
in their reaction to the stimulus. The data above shows 
that the film in Experimental Condition 1 produces different 
effects upon Ss 1 aggression. The third graders experienced 
a decrease in aggressiveness. The fourth graders show an 
increase in aggression. 
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In E-2 where the film stimulus is novel and varies from 
the general run (43, 44) as in E-3, age differences are mini-
mized; the differences between the two grades are unreliable 
(P .6 .5). In E-2, S 1 s now operate from similar backgrounds 
and amounts of past experience. Their aggression responses 
are less systematically affected by the film. 
In E-2 the third graders show a slight tendency for 
their aggression to decrease (P .3 .2), while the fourth 
grade subjects have an equal number of S 1 s with an increase 
or decrease in aggression (12 and 11 S's respectively) and 
do not differ reliably from the control group fourth 
graders (P .9 .8). 
In experimental condition 3 we found that the film 
without an ending was ineffective and did not produce a 
reliable difference in aggression change between third and 
fourth graders. Also the amount of decrease for third 
graders and the amount of increase in aggression for fourth 
graders were not reliably different from comparable control 
groups. 
Discussion of the Above Aggression Results 
Our discussion of the above results will center about 
two major variables. The first of these is the film as a 
stimulus, which may or may not be perceived as continuous 
with S's past general experiences of aggressive behavior 
and the role behavior of heroes and villains. E-1 and E-2 
respectively are comparable to stimuli that are continuous 
and discontinuous with S 1 s background experience into which 
is assimilated new experiences of the same type of behavior. 
The second variable is the role of the film content in 
the social behavior of the subjects. In one respect this is 
also a question of continuity between past experience and the 
present film stimulus, but here we shall be more concerned 
with specific behavior dealing with adult authority and 
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punishment of asocial aggression; not with the complete film 
situation as a stimulus experience. 
Discussion of the Film ~ ~ Stimulus 
Dysinger and Ruckmick (8) speak of "Adult discount." 
The response behavior this concept describes is related to 
age: as the age of the individual increases, there is less 
emotional excitement as measured by the G.S.R. The age 
groups Dysinger and Ruckmick divided their subjects into 
were roughly young children, adolescence, and adults. Note: 
our three age groups all fall within the age range of 
Dysinger and Ruckmick's young children; the change in emo-
tional r·esponse that they report was noticed between all 
three of their groups. 
Similarity between their data and our data in E-1 and 
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E-3 rests upon one point: assuming that with increased age 
there is a greater back log of previous film experience (23) 
widening the range (25) of past film experience into which a 
film may fall and still be experienced as "just another" film, 
then there is an age variable analogous to the film's variance 
with the past we spoke of. Dysinger and Ruckmick also suggest 
a.s part of the 11 adul t disco1mt" that adults were more able than 
younger subjects to maintain a balanced perspective of film 
media and everyday experience, reducing their emotional excite-
ment from the film as determined by the G.S.R. Other than the 
incomparableness of the ages of s•s used in the two studies, 
there is one other important reason for not relying upon 
Dysinger and Ruckmick's explanation as explanation 6£ the 
present study's data. 
Woodworth (~8) and McCleary (28) in extensive reviews 
of the literature concerning the G.S.R. both conclude that 
it is almost impossible for an experimenter to know the cog-
nitive correlates of a subject's G.S.R. responses beyond 
saying that he is being stimulated. One can not infer in 
what way the stimulus presented by an experimenter is being 
responded to covertly by the subjects. One can only say that 
the G.S.R. indicates either a break or lack of break in the 
subject's ongoing stimulation. In a film situation this is 
comparable to saying the film is or is not an increase in 
stimulation. Nothing more. 
We raise this point because we feel that the evidence 
and relevancy of the data on "Adult discount" does not per-
mit its use in explaining the data in this experiment. 
Dysinger and Ruckmick also found that with repeated viewing 
of a film, its stimulus value was reduced; the less effect 
it had upon subjects. If this is true how does one account 
for the data in table 7 which shows that when a cowboy film 
very similar to other cowboy films is shown just once to 
different age groups its effect is heightened, not lessened. 
The answer must lie in the fact that under this condition 
the stimulus value of the film is related to its place on 
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the novelty-stereotype continuum, this being distinct from 
its content and the issues involved in the film content. In 
the condition E-1 the film is, in part, a standardized pro-
jective test. What differences we find are definite age 
differences in responding to film aggression. When the film 
is novel (E-2) all S's draw upon a similar amount of previous 
experience. This minimdzes the age difference. It also mini-
mizes the interaction between age and film content and maxi-
mizes the interaction between the personality, variable and 
film content ( cf. table 5, E-2). 
Discussion of Interaction Between Personality Variable, ~' 
and Socialization. 
The results in E-1 show that 8-year-olds experienced a 
reduction in their aggression; 9-year-olds an increase in 
their aggression. The explanation for this follows data pre-
sented in other studies with children of the same ages. These 
studies (cf. 3) indicate a growing rebellion against authority, 
and minimization of the parents' and parental surrogates' 
authority role for children 9 years old. Hull (2~) has shown 
that children in the 9-10 year old age range are less suggesti-
ble and more counter-suggestible to adults than younger 
children, also indicating this reduction in the importance 
and efficacy of authority rigures. 
For 8-year-olds in E-1 the ract that the asocial aggressor 
was punished for his aggression by the hero (an authority figure 
drawn large and clearly) follows his own experience in the 
home and the school. He, too, is punished for aggression; 
such behavior is unacceptable and bad. His part in the ag-
gression-punishment calculus is clear to him. It is he who 
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is punished and not the object of his aggression. The feeling 
and judgment of badness is somewhat associated with himSelf. 
Guilt is engendered. The learned response to unacceptable 
aggression is the arousal of guilt responses. The film acts 
as a vicarious aggressive experience with the young child 
reacting to it as usual. 
For the older child the importance of authority has 
been lessened with the concomitant raise in the importance 
of peers. Among them one can be and is aggressive. These 
older children know the parental and social stand on aggressive-
ness, but now this is not as often met. One £!£ be aggressive 
in certain outside situations and not be punished. This they 
also know from their experience among peers, away from ·home 
in a permissive situation. This relationship between ag-
gression, outside situations, and punishment has been experi-
enced. Empirically it may have equal validity to the parental 
reactions to aggression. Both are irounded in experience, 
but the two are now more equally experienced (rewarded) or 
witnessed (confirmed). 
Older S 1 s find in E-1 the earlier but now somewhat ante-
dated sequence of events. Secondly, they view this in a 
permissive situation among their peers, notwithstanding their 
being in school. This inhibiting force is minimized by the 
fact that their written responses will not be known to school 
authorities and the extra-curricular nature of the film. 
Hence, the film's aggression is a stimulus to their own ag-
gression. 
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In experimental condition two 9-year-olds do not respond 
predominantly with either an increase or decrease in aggression. 
We can only speculate here that this particular film's sequence 
of events dramatically highlighted the asocial aggression of 
the villain. At this age if a child is just beginning to move 
from parental to peer reference groups, the transition should 
make him aware of his lack of obedience to the parents' 
wishes and point up his uncertainty about the acceptableness 
of some of his aggressive peer-relationships. The child's · 
independence and peer-aggressiveness may be "stimulating" in 
themselves but when he is reminded of some of their conse-
quences as in E-2, he may react with increased inhibition of 
his aggressiveness. This may account for the minimal in-
creases in aggression observed in E-2 and E-3 for fourth 
graders. The difference in changes in aggression for such 
subjects in E-2 and E-3 when compared with comparable control 
S 1 s is far from reliable. 
It may be, as in the Dysinger and Ruckndck study, that 
with repeated exposures to unpunished aggression within film 
situations, S's aggressive response habits would be reinforced 
enough to overcome these present inhibitions. This is admittedly 
speculative but confirmation of such a hypothesis would help 
to expl ain the role of dramat ic aggressive content in the 
behavior of S 1 s who view crime and other aggressive programs. 
Intelligence Scores 
We had not discussed formally the importance of intelli-
gence or the relationshi p of differences in intelligence and 
the effect of the film variable. Different degrees of in-
telligence should play some role in what an individual would 
perceive in a film, how well he comprehends what the film 
characters' behavior, and whether he is able to draw any sort 
of conclusion and/or social moral from the thematic content. 
Intelligence should also be related, in part, to how long and 
how accurately the individual remembers the specific film 
events presented him, although this is more of a question 
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of the film content's relationship to the personality needs 
of the individual and less of a question of "intellectualiza-
tion" of this content. Still, the intelligence of subjects 
is important information to know about and consider when one 
tries to determine whet~er or not within large differences 
in intelligence would also differ in their attitude toward 
the 11face-validi ty" of the behavioral sequences presented 
to them. . 
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Table 8 
TESTS OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE BETWEEN 
BEFORE-xND AFTER· MEAN AGGRESSION SCORES FOR HIGH AND LOW AVG • 
. - ---r. Q,. SUBJECTS""' - -- -- -- --
Within 
condi-
tion 
Difference 
between before 
and after 
T-value df 
2-tail % S 1 s with 
P-value no aggression 
change 
mean aagression 
scores 
Control 
Jtigh I. Q. 
Low I. Q. 
EJXp 1 tal 1 
High I .• Q.. 
Low I~Q. 
Exp'tal 2 
High I.Q,. 
Low I.Q.. 
Exp 1 tal 3 
High I.Q,. 
Low I. Q. 
,-+. 273 
+-.621 
- .6-i3 
tl.-iOO 
~3.000 
t J$-i 
- .334: 
+ .5-i5 
Between conditions 
... Control vs.Exp 1 tal 1 
Control vs.Exp 1 ta1 2 
Control vs.Exp'tal 3 
Exp 1tal 1 vs.Exp'tal 
Exp 1 tal 1 vs.Exp 1 tal 
Exp 1 tal 2 vs.Exp 1 tal 
Control vs.Exp'ta1 1 
" " If 2 
II II 
" 
Exp'tal l _vs. Exp. 
" 1 vs. tt 
It 2 VSe II 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1. 2-i5 . 
3.501 
1.172 
T-va1ue 
• -i79 
3.050 
.70-i 
2 2.57-i 
3 33-i 
3 2.888 
1.01. 
.850 
.102 
1.776 
.956 
.618 
38 
df 
23 
21 
57 
59 
'9 
60 
50 
52 
(. 6 ). 5 
(.3 ).2 
<.ol 
P-value 
(. 7 .6 
<'.01 
(.S ).-i 
<.02 
< .8 ). 7 
<·01 
<-~ ). 3 
<·• }. 3 
.9 
(.1 ).05 <'.. ). 3 
.6 .5 
Control vs.Exp 1 tal 1 .913 19 (.• ).3 
" "Exp 1 tal 2 1.089 20 .3 
" 
11 Exp 1 tal 3 1.32-i 18 .2 
Exp 1 tal 1 "Exp'tal 2 1.638 21 .(.2 ).1 
" 1 " It 3 1.-i21 19 ~·2 >.1 
II 2 If II 3 e076 2Q e99 
*High I.Q. 1 s were those S 1 s with I. ~.'s 121 or more. 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
35.7 
16.6 
16.6 
18.7 
33.3 
27.2 
Low Average I. ~. 1 s were those S 1 s with I.Q,. 1 s between 85 and 111. 
Da t ,a in table 8 shows that the mean aggression score 
changes for High I. Q. S's in E-1 and E-3, and for Low I.Q. 
S's in E-1, E-2 and E-3, when compared with comparable con-
trolS's, are not significant. Only in the edited E-2 film 
is the film effect significant; this is for High I. ~ . S's 
who show an increase in their aggression scores. Comparing 
the S's in the experimental groups we find that the High I.Q. 
S's in E-1 and E-2, and E-2 and E-3 differ signficantly, S's 
in E-2 increasing, S's in E-1 and E-3 decreasing somewhat. 
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S's with Low I.Q. 1 s in E-1 and E-2 differ almost significantly 
(P .1 .05). Both groups experienced an increase in their 
aggression. 
Comparison of High- and Low-I. Q. 1 s within all conditions 
show only one case where the two subgroups differed signifi-
cantly. This was in E-2. This difference yielded a P-value 
of less than .01. 
Comparing S 1 s with I. ~ . 1 s between 112 and 120 (mid-I.~.) 
in the control and experimental conditions, and between the 
experimental conditions does not show differences in response 
change that is statistiaally significant. Interestingly 
enough, when one looks at the three different I. Q. groups 
in terms of their variability of ahange, i.e. whether or not 
they always increased or decreased after the film, one finds 
that both the high- and middle-r.Q. S 1 s response changes 
variedj oniy the Low I.Q,. S'a consistently showed inareaaes 
in their aggression regardless of the f i lm shown. Further-
more few of the S 1 s with Low I.~. 1 s were unaffected by the 
film variable than High I. ~ . S 1 s. One can conclude ~~erefore 
that not only are more Lower I. Q. S 1 s going to be affected 
by films such as used, but that.they will generally respond 
with some increased aggression. High- and Mid-:I.~ . S 's will 
be differentially affected by varied fi lm content, the High's 
being most aroused when the villain goes unpunished by the 
hero; the middle-I.Q. S's showing large but non-significant 
decreases in E-2 and E-3 (-1.750 and -1.600 respectively). 
Discussion 
Amount of aggression is not systematically related to 
level of I. ~ .; there is no reason to suppose L~at the above 
difference is a function of personality. A speculation 
which appears more likely is that S's with average or low-
average I. ~ . scores are less critical of the film variable 
and are able to participate more completely with the film 
content. They are more likely to accept the film at face 
value and to interact covertly with its film content than 
are S 1 s with higher I.Q. scores. Indirect evidence of this 
occurs in E-2 in which experimental and control High I.Q. 
S's differ significantly as do the High- and Low-I. ~. S's. 
Such a film as sho~m in E-2 is quite likely to arouse at-
tention and to stimulate a critical atti~~de toward it on 
the part of S 1 s since it is a novel (i.e. attention arousing 
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and -somewhat artificial film experience. Hence, High I. Q. . 
S's increased aggression. 
The clearer and more comprehensive an individual's 
understanding of both real-life situations and film content, 
the more probable it is that he would be critical of devia-
tions between the two. If he were aware of a gross break in 
continuity between real-life and the film, he might resent 
the novelty and be unable to accept the film presentation as 
fully as the less intelligent person, whose resistance to 
the film is less as matter of his sense of "reality" than of 
his personality nee.ds and their satisfaction within the film 
situation. In the case of Low I.~. S 1 s the participation 
between S's personality and the film content is more direct 
and consistent. Since there also would be less differenti-
ation among films shown by these S's each film in part would 
affect them, thus accou.nting for the fact that a greater 
percentage of Low I.Q. S 1s were affected by the film variable. 
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Results on Identification ~uestions 
The question of children's identification with the film 
characters presented in t he ~xperimental films is crucial to 
an understanding of the effects of the films on their behavior. 
Better understanding this process of identification choices 
within a film situation would be important; it would give some 
indication of hov1 strong a socializing force similar films 
are since identification and socialization are complementary 
processes. In general, f'iL~s are thought to be potential!~ 
major agents in the socialization of' children (35, ~3). But 
most of the present evidence is indirect; being based mainly 
on a content analysis of' the films or television shows 
watched by children (~3, ~~). From such analysis theoretical 
deductions are made as to the "potential" effect such films 
or shows would have u~on the covert and overt behavior of 
children watching them. 
If in the present experimental study there appear sys-
tematic relationships between Ss' identification choices, 
the effects of the experimental film variables, and the two 
different types of films shown S's, much empirical evidence 
will have been gained concerning film media as social agents. 
We will also have evidence concerning what makes certain 
types of film conditions conducive to S's identification 
with "heroes" and other pro-social secondary film characters, 
and S 1 s rejection of the antisocial "villain" as a model of 
behavior, as S's will be shown the same film characters in 
two basically different films. 
A Word About Identification 
The concept of identification functions as an intervening 
variable in the psychological interpretation of the socializa~ 
tion process (5, 9, 11, 12). Technically speaking it is what 
is spoken of in the philosophy of science as a dispositional 
concept - a concept which refers to certain qualities and ef-
fects of processes within an observable phenomenon, although 
these processes cannot be observed themselves; e.g., electri-
city. We can not hope to observe the identification processes 
per ~· But we can tap the process. 
Operationally defined within this experiment, identifi-
cation was the subject's choice of one of the five major 
characters in the film on each of five questions. These 
questions were presented to S in the post-film questionnaire. 
Four of the five questions dealt with S's positive liking of 
characters and the wish to model his behavior after any of 
the film characters. One question dealt with S's negative 
choice: who would they want not to be like. An analysis of 
these choices follows. 
Table 9: SEX DIF~~ENCES IN CHOICES 
- -
Question No. Sex Difference Sex Difference Males in E-1 Females in E-1 
in E-1 in E-2 and E-2 and E-2 
---
X - X P- P- F-
2 df value 2 df value X2 df value X2 df valle 
#6 Who would ~3.367 
you like to 
3 .001 35.757 3 .001 .4.117 3 
grow up and 
be like? 
# 10 Whose boy 13.675 
or girl 
would you 
like to be? 
#11 Who do you 22.~29 
think would 
make the 
best friend? 
3 .01 
3 .001 
#9 Who would 14.321 3 .01 
you like to 
take to 
your home 
12.863 3 .01 .568 3 
9.109 3 .05 .02 2.195 3 
4.5~2 3 .25 3.929 3 
.~ 
a.--rmo1rc 
.9 
.6 
.3 
2.313 3 .5 
.425 3 .95 
28.823 3 • 001. 
1.354 3 .75 
for dinner~?------------------------------------------------------------------------
# 7 Who don't 7.800 3 .05 ~.8~8 3 .20 6.~81 3 .10 13.619 3 .o 1 
you want to 
grow up to 
be like'? 
...J 
(11 
Table 9 above shows that the more directly a question 
refer s to the subject's self, the greater the sex differ-
ence is in the choice of identification model, e .. g . questions 
# 6 and #9. This makes perfectly good sense when one recalls 
everyday observations of children's behavior. Sex-role dis-
crimination is taught early both within and without the home. 
It is one of the firs 't things that attention is called to 
(9, 3~). It is one of the first roles they are instructed 
in, and expected to meet (31). 
We notice that the question "Who would you like to grow 
up and be like?" which refers directly to one's self and the 
possible emergence of a different or modified self results 
in a sex difference which is statistically significant be-
yond the .001 level in E-1 and E-2. It is interesting that 
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this sex difference holds within experimental condition 2, 
for the events within that film militate against a wide 
selection of acceptable identification choices. 
Sex differences in E-2 decrease directly as the ques t ions' 
self-involvement decreases asked the child . This does not oc-
cur as markedly in E-2. 1 
Comparison of Same Sex in the Two Different Experimental 
Conditions 
Males within both experimental conditions do not differ 
greatly in their identification choices. On none of the five 
1. See appendix b for a table of frequencies of identif i cation 
choices. 
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questions asked was there a statistically significant 
r 
difference. Only once did this approach significance: "Who 
don't you want to grow up and be like?" (P-value = .10). 
Here the villain was rejected more often than in E-2. 
Wnen we look at the females' responses within E-1 
and E-2 there are two instances where the frequency in choices 
are statistically significant. The two questions were: "Who 
do you think would make the best friend?" and, the negative 
identification choice. In terms of this sex difference one 
can say the two sexes differ in the stability of their identi-
fication choices; boys being less affected by changes in fi~ 
condition. 
In the first question girls within experimental condi-
tion 1 chose Linda 21 times, Hopalong 6 times, and either 
Johnny or Shanghai 5 times. Within experimental condition 
2 the girls more than doubled their choices of Hopalong, 
and more than halved their choices for Linda. Johnny or 
Shanghai were chosen 3 times. The villain was not chosen 
at either time. 
Age differences among S's resulted in statistically 
significanttientification choice only among S 1 s within E-1. 
This relationship between age and ident ification choice is 
quite different from· the age differences concerning ag-
gressive response changes which also appear in E-1. These 
t 
latter differences are reliable, having a P-value less than 
.001. Still comparing S 1 s identification choices and their 
Questi on 
No. 
#6 
#10 
#11 
#<J 
#7 
Table 10: AGE DIFFERENCES IN IDENTIFICATION CHOICES 
Age Difference Age Difference 8-yr-olds in 9-yr-olds in 
in E-1 in E-2 E-1 and E-2 E-1 and E-2 
P-
x2 P- x2 P- P-x2 df value df value df value x2 df value 
1.569 3 .7 ~.050 3 .3 .2 3.960 3 .25 3.880 3 .3 
9.986 3 .02 ~.322 3 .2 .J.\\1) 3 .95 1.033 3 .s 
~.752 3 .2 3.07~ 3 .~ .s b3 3 .90 1.986 3 .6 
1.555 3 .7 ~.827 3 .20 • JO .86~ 3 .9 .8 ~.963 3 .3 
7 .~05 3 .05 2.~95 3 .5 2.883 3 .3 .2 10.906 5 .025 
-.:1 
co 
response changes - we find that the film. in E-2 depressed 
the age variable's effect upon identification just as it 
did the interaction between age and response chanse. 
The relationship between identification choices and 
the e£fect of the film in E-1 upon Ss' aggression responses 
indicates the lack of a direct relationship between child's 
identification choice and his response change (or lack of 
it) within a film situation similar to the film in E-1 when 
personality differences are randomly distributed among all 
age groups. 
The results also show that neither age group differed 
significantly in their identification choices within the 
two film -conditions, with one exception. Nine year olds' 
choices in question 7 varies signific~ntly. In e-1 it is 
almost unanimous. The 8 year olds were consistent in their 
rejection of the villain; there was no reliable difference 
between their choices in E-1 and E-2. 
Differences in aggressiveness do not result in dif-
£erences in identification within E-1. This lack of a 
difference bet~~en the two subgroups' identification 
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choices in E-1 is similar to the lack of a difference in 
their response change_ in E-1. If anything, the similar! ty 
between the subgroups is greater in their identification 
choices. \~ereas, the differences in their response changes 
were reliable between the .3 and .2 levels of significance, 
their identification choices differences are almost all less 
than one would expect from chance factors. 
Table 11: 
Question High Aggression 
No. vs. Low Aggression 
in E-1 
X2 df P-va1ue 
#6 2.271 2 .5 .3 
#10 1.303 2 .5 
# 11 1.78~ 3 .6 
#9 .0~7 2 .98 
#7 ~.946 2 .05 
Ss 1 AGGRESSION AND IDENTIFICATION CHOICES 
- --
High Aggression High Aggression L~w Aggression in 
vs. Low Aggression in E-1 vs. High E-1 vs. Low Ag-
in E-2 Aggression in E-2 gression in E-2 
x2 df P-va1ue x2 df P-va1ue x2 df P-va.1ue 
2.212 2 .5 .3 1.9~2 2 .2 5.789 2 .02 
7.339 2 .03 2.62~ 2 .3 ~.008 2 .10 
7.0~~ 3 .05 3.222 3 .~ 1.508 3 .6 
1.798 2 .~ 2.~83 2 .3 1.220 2 .5 
7.385 2 .03 .233 2 .9 1~.7~9 2 <•01 
OJ 
0 
The two subgroups do differ significantly in their 
identification choices within E-2 and, as we saw earlier, 
in their response changes. In this respect the personality 
variable differs from the age variable: differences in 
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response changes which are related to difference in aggressive-
ness are accompanied by systematic differences in identifica-
tion. This did not hold for the age variable. 
The difference between the two subgroups is a function 
of two things: the fact that High-Aggression S 1 s identifica-
tion choices in E-1 did not differ greatly from High-Aggression 
S 1 s choices in E-2; the fact that Low-AggressionS's did vary 
in their identification choices between E-1 and E-2. Whereas 
the High-Aggression S 1 s identified with Hoppy and rejected 
the villain in both E-1 and E-2; Low-Aggression S 1 s chose 
Hoppy only when he was the punisher of the villain. When he 
did not do this in E-2 their choices went to other film 
characters. Alone with this shift from Hoppy to other film 
characters there was also a great increase in their rejec-
tion of the villain in E-2. 
Whether an individual experienced an increase or decrease 
in change of aggressiveness within either E-l or E-2 does not 
appear to affect his identification choices on any of the 5 
questions. One would have to conclude that aggressive response 
change and model-choice are not related. None of the P-values 
are close to statistical significance; Ss 1 response change is 
independent of their identification choices. 
Question No. 
#6 Who would 
you like to 
grow up and 
be like? 
#10 Whose boy 
or girl 
would you 
like to be? 
# 11. Who do 
you think 
would make 
the best 
friend? 
#9 Who would 
you like to 
take to your 
home for 
dinner? 
#·7 Who don r t 
you want 
to grow up 
to be like'/ 
Table 12: CHANGE IN AGGRESSIVE RESPONSE 
Change - or - Change - or - E-1(-)vs. E-2(-) 
in E-1 in E-2 
x2 df P-value x2 df' P-value x2 df' P-value 
1.115 3 .8 3.1~5 3 .~ 6. 652 3 .1 .05 
~.975 3 • 2 .1 .975 3 .7 1~997 3 .7 
.7~7 3 .85 ~.~87 3 .3 • 2 2.193 3 .5 
.55~ 3 .95 .90 ~.826 3 .95 .90 2.7~9 3 .5 .3 
1.07~ 3 .8 1.858 3 .6 6.332 3 .10 
E-l(- )vs .E-2G-7 
x2 dfP-valte 
1.633 3 .65 
.650 3 .8 
5.213 3 .2 
.321 3 .95 .ro 
.556 3 .9 
ro 
ro 
One may also conclude that the different film vari-
ables in E-1 and E-2 did not result in different identi-
fication choices among s:ubjects whose aggressive responses 
were affected by the film variable in the same way. S's 
whose aggressive responses changed similarly chose similar 
identification models regardless of whatever differences 
there may be in the film character's behavior in the two 
.films. 
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Discussion of Identification Choices 
The process of identification is not a simple one. 
At present the concept serves well as an explanatory con-
cept, having enough generality to aid in the explanation 
of a large segment of social behavior that would otherwise 
be difficult to explain and fit consistently into person-
ality theory. We do not presume that ~~e process is as 
simple as the mere choice of models. 
The method used in the experiment does not give us 
clear-cut proof that the children would model their be-
havior after the person (or persons) they choose, but we 
do have verbal statements in the form of their selection 
of written statements offered them, as indices of their 
choices of model. 
It was believed that the different film variables 
within experimental conditions 1 and 2 would affect the 
subjects' selection of models. We hypothesized that one 
of the major contributing factors in the selection of a 
model is that model's ability to achieve some sort of suc-
cessful relationship with his or her environment, and to 
embody those cultural attributes that achieve prestige and 
some for.m of acceptance and notoriety for the individual 
within the society (4, 44). We are therefore referring to 
identification as the process by which one chooses selected 
ego models after whom one might model, ~mconsciously or con-
sciously, their own behavior and self-image. 
8! 
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It was felt that within the conventional film pre-
sented in experimental condition 1, the hero, Hopalong 
Cassidy, predominantly; and his "sidekiclr" Johnny; and next 
in order of choices, Linda; and possibly the ambivalent char-
acter Shanghai, would be chosen as models . The villain, 
since he is clearly presented as antisocial, dirty and unfair 
in the film, would not be chosen on a positive question. But 
he would be chosen predominantly as the one subjects would 
most likely not wish to grow up and be like. This for the 
most part occurred. 
Experimental condition 2 had a depressing effect upon 
Hopalong 's number of favorable choices. We hypothesized 
that the victorious villain within this condition would not 
receive more positive identification choices, but that the 
number of positive identifies. tion :choices would be dis tri-
buted more evenly among the other four "acceptable" char-
acters in this .film situation. They would receive choices 
that otherwise would be given to Hopalong if he was the kind 
o.f hero he had been in the E-1 film. This occurred. 
In E-2, Hopalong, as a hero, had a rather ineffecv~al 
and less than usual aggressive role (4, ~3, 44). Apparently 
because of this increase in his own passivity the girls more 
easily identified with him, and chose him as a good friend. 
In this case, Hopalong and Linda reverse their identification-
preference standings in E-2, in which Linda's role is not 
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altered rrom that expected of a girl in a cowboy film. In 
E-2 Hoppy not only is the hero, but a different type of hero 
who too is victimized, hurt, and somewhat passive. In such a 
role he gains in his appeal for girls, being still the mascu-
line hero and yet somewhat feminine, thereby reducing the 
sex difference between him and girls. Such a reduction would 
make for easier identification with Hoppy on a rriendship 
basis. 
We commented above about the lack of relation ship be-
tween the age variable and identification cho i ce. This 
particular lack of differences in identification choice 
raises the important question of whether or not our questions 
were sensitive enough to r e flect any relationships that might 
prevai~. 
Table 13 
Ag- Response 
~V~a~r~i~a~b~l~e~~~~~S~e~x~~------~~A~g,e~· ------~g~r~e~s~s~i~o~n~-=~c~hange 
~uestion within between with- be- W. B. w. B. 
conds~ conds. in tween 
6 yes~(- noi.Y'" no no no yes no no 
10 yes no yes no yes no no no 
11 yes yes no no yes no no no 
9 yes no no no no no no no 
7 no yes n o n o yes yes no no 
* yes = indicates a significant choice difference. 
** no = does not indica t e a significant choice difference. 
The above table s h ows that each question was sensitive to 
some relationships between the subject variables and the dif-
fere n t film conditions, but no question reflected all the 
efforts of the film upon these variables. Furthermore, no 
question appeared related significantly to the response 
change variable regardle .ss of the direction of this matter 
or the experimental conditions in which it occurred. 
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Since other variables did not appear totally independent 
of t h e film characters' behavior and their varied attractive-
ness as identification models. There is reason to doubt the 
presence of a strong, direct relationship between identifica-
tion and response change in a short film situation. 
The relationship may exist at a level of dynamics so 
covert as not to be "translateable" into a verbalization, 
to follow Freud (13), or a quick check on a page immediately 
after the film; but is built up during the film. 
This relationship eventuates in a response change which 
may appear to S in keeping with (consistent to) the leitmotif 
of the film itself. That is, S through projecting himself as 
in a similar situation, or, in more complete projection 
covertly participating in the film itself, responds as a 
participant within the thematic sequence of events. Such 
identification vnth the film characters would have to be 
registered through different questions. ~uestions which 
dealt with different aspects of S 1 s evaluations, expectancies 
and disagreements with the film's content. How much could he 
share in it? How plausible was it? How real-life-like? What 
did he want to occur? Did it; if not, why wasn't he "satis-
fied" with the behavior that was depicted~ 
Equally important to ~~e fact that our hypotheses 
concerning identification choices were generally confirmed, 
is our information of the complexity of the relationship 
between the age variable, response change variable, and 
identification choices? The questions that this complexity 
raises, both methodologically and theoretically, we feel 
equal in importance to the general answers that were found 
in the data. 
Distortion Results 
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Data in present day research on perception and person-
ality needs show us that as self-involvement with a particu-
lar phenomena increases, perceptual distortion is likely to 
occur and be in the direction favoring the satisfaction of 
one's needs and self-attitude. Because of the fact that the 
hero is beaten by the villain in E-2 and Ss 1 aggressive 
needs are less likely to be satisfied, it was predicted that 
there would be more distortion of the events that occur with-
in this film condition than of those within E-1. We would 
expect that S's within E-2 would distort the events in such 
a manner that the hero's defeat would be minimized and his 
prowess accentuated to the point of equalling or surpassing 
that of the villain. 
In E-1 the hero and other members of his "gang" commit 
what would otherwise be antisocial acts if it were not for 
the fact that they are presented clearly in the film as being 
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on the "good" side of' the law. In line with this presentation 
of' their behavior, one would expect that the aggressive nature 
of' their acts {e.g. killing people) also would be minimized. 
S 1 s would perceive the hero as not killing people but only 
hurting them. It is shown in t4e film that he shoots them; 
what is not clearly shown is whether or not the persons that 
the hero shoots are killed or are only hurt badly~ Such an 
ambiguousness in the film allows for Ss' aggressive needs 
and ideas of' what is acceptable hero behavior to determine 
just how S will perceive the event. It is expected that as 
aggressiveness varies distortion will also vary, and that 
there should also be systematic differences in perception 
of' the film in terms of systematic differences in I.Q. 
scores, age of S 1 s, sex of' S 1 s, and whether or not their ag-
, 
gression w~s increased or decreased by the film variable. 
What we are testing within this study is whether or not 
phenomena-seen outside the film situation will occur within 
an aggressive fibn situation. We are asking if relationships 
that have been observed within the laboratory with adults are 
observable within a film situation with children as subjects. 
This is not a hypothesis, but an important test of a widely 
accepted hypothesis. 
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Table 1~ 
SUMMARY ON DISTORTION QUESTIONS OF E-1 AND E-2 
------
Condition: E-2 Variable 
Impartial Change or 
Sex Aggress. lack o:f Age I • Q.. 
Measure change in score 
S's agg. 
response 
Q .• 21. Did Hoppy X2 .200 1.378 .007 1.066 3.352 
like the leader 
o:f the ganei? p ns na na ns ns 
~ - 23. What did X2 .630 6.683 2.291 1.~32 2.039 Hoppy do when 
he shot some- p na na ns ns ns 
bod .? 
Q. 2~. What did X2 2.336 .623 3.0~7 2.70~ 2.~39 
the leader o:f 
the gang do when P ns ns na ns ns 
he shot somebod:l? 
Q .• 25. How bad X2 ~.526 ~.1~3 7.919 3.205 1.08~ 
was Johnny 
shot? p ns ns ns ns ns 
Q.. 27. How many X2 2~206 2.692 ~.273 .860 1.765 
men did Hoppy 
kill? p ns ns ns ns ns 
Q,. 28. How many X2 .888 6.8~3 1.230 5.686 ~.~02 
men did the 
leader o.f the p . ns ns ns ns ns 
gang kill? 
~. 29. How many X2 ; .206 1.801 1.831 1.833 .7~3 
men did Johnny 
kill? p ns na ns ns ns 
Q. 30. Why did X2 5.~80 1.0~6 11.332 12.365 9.500 
Shanghai leave between almost 
the gang and p ns . ns .1 .05 ns .05 
go over to ns 
Happy's aide? 
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Table 1~ (con.) 
Impartial Change 
Agg~ess. in S 1 s I . Q. . 
Sex Measure Agg.Resp. Age Score 
~ - 31 Did X2 ~.530 ~.569 5.970 2.518 8.910 Hoppy ever 
kiss Linda'? p na ns ns ns ns 
Q. 32. Did X2 5.~11 1.~10 1.795 ~.766 6.308 
Johnny .ever 
kiss Linda? p ns ns ns ns ns 
.1 .05 
Q. 33. How X2 2.866 2.913 1.365 6.233 6.~59 
many people 
were killed p lU[ ns ns ns ns 
in the 
movie? 
Q.. 26. X2 1.651 1.900 6.122 2.966 6.8~~ (asked in 
E-2 only) p ns ns ns ns ns 
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Table 1~ (con.) 
Oondi tlon: E-1 Variable 
Chang e or 
Initial lack of I.Q. 
Sex Aggress. change in Age Score 
Measure S 1 s Agg. 
Response 
Q. 21. How X2 2.302 3.320 3.07~ 2.646 5.36~ 
did Hoppy 
like the p ns ns ns ns ns 
leader of 
the gang? 
~ - 23. What X2 1.262 ~.708 .351 5.156 5.702 did Hoppy 
do when he p ns ns ns ns ns 
shot some-
bod ? 
Q. . 2~. What X2 2.~~1 3.117 8.092 7.861 5.610 
did the 
leader of p ns ns ns .1 .05 ns 
the gang do .1 .05 
when he shot 
somebody? 
Q,. 25. How X2 1.073 7.9-!5 ~.179 11.830 1.768 
bad was 
Johnny shotf P ns ns ns .02 ns 
.1 .05 
Q. 26. How X2 2.856 10.706 2.766 2.011 4.359 
many men 
did Hoppy p ns .05 ns . ns na 
kill? 
Q. 27. How X2 2.621 3.248 .652 ~.200 9.057 
many men almost 
did the p ns ns ns ns .05 
leader of 
the gaD& 
kill? 
Q. 28. How X2 .02~ 2.709 .8~6 .7~3 2.1~~ 
many men 
did Johnny p ns ns ns ns ns 
kill? 
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Table 1~ (con.) 
Change or 
Initial lack of 
Sex Aggress. change in Age I.Q. 
Measure S's agg. Score 
Response 
~ - 29. Why X2 . 789 8 . 8~8 6.552 6.6~7 8.252 did Shanghai 
leave the p ns ns ns ns ns 
g ang and go 
over to 
Hoppy's side? 
Q. 30 . Did X2 . 256 3.236 2 . 285 ~-~62 6 . 020 
Hoppy ever 
kiss Linda? p ns ns ns ns ns 
Q. 31 . Did X2 .852 ~ . 951 1 . 318 3.969 ~ .618 
Johnny ever 
kiss Linda? p ns ns ns ns ns · 
~ - 32. How X2 2.~08 2 .010 ~ . 660 11.154 17.116 
many people 
were killed p ns ns ns .06 .01 
in the 
movie? 
Distortion 
Table l-4: summarizes the data on distortion questions 
asked S's within E-1 and E-2. In neither of experimental 
conditions were there reliable differences between the dif-
ferent age groups, personality subgroups, levels of I. ~ ., 
or whether or not S experienced a change in aggression after 
the film or no-change. The few differences that were statis-
tically significant can be accounted for as within chance 
probabilities when the level of statistical significance is 
set at the .05 level. Even in this case the number one 
would expect at the .05 level is not met. 
One can conclude that the variables of age, sex, kind 
of aggression as measured in this experiment, I. Q. ., and 
change in aggression after a film are all independent of the 
variable of distortion of film content when this is tested 
immediately after film presentation. There appeared no dif-
ferences among S 1 s when compared within the same experimental 
condition on questions of interpretation of the film of 
questions asking for recall of specific events within the 
film. The above results do not preclude the appearance of 
differences related to these variables if questions were 
asked at a later date, and selective remembering and inter-
pretations were given opportunity to function. 
Discussion of Distortion Data 
Subjects were asked to answer questions about events 
presented within the film:, some of which were clearcut and 
obvious in execution. These left lit tle doubt as to what 
happened or what the result was. Some questions, though, 
related to film incidents which we re open to differences 
of interpretation since the subjects had to infer from the 
behavior seen whether or not a particular result or condi-
tion prevailed. 
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It has been hypothesized that there would be greater 
distortion within experimental condition 2; also, that Low-
Aggression s •s would distort more than the High-Agg ression 
s•s, because of the different identification choices for the 
two subgroups, and the type of interaction between the film's 
aggression and Low-Aggression S 1 s ir~ibitions and guilt con-
cerning aggression. 
The results do not support either hypothesis . Neither 
film condition nor any particular variable lead to system-
atic distortion on the part of subjects. Subjects within 
experimental conditions 1 and 2, regard less of type of ag-
gression , sex, age, I. ~., or the response change that they 
experience perceived the events quite similarly. Where 
there was an inference to be made S 1 s in general agreed 
among themselves quite well in their inferences. There did 
not appear any distortion which could be related to degree 
of self-involvement as seen in the identification data. 
That the differences in identification are ~parallel 
with differences in distortion raises an important 
question. 
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If we find no differences of distortion among subjects 
in experimental conditions 1 and 2 but do find differences 
in identification choices, it shows that we can have dif-
ferences in identification without differences in distortion 
of fact. This also rr~ans that we can have self-involvement 
without necessarily having distortion of that with which we 
are involved or interact. 
Film-Situation 
-
In the literature perceptual distortion is generally 
found only in experiments where the stimulus is ambiguous 
and the situation structured in a highly ego-involved and 
threatening manner. Within experimental condition 1 none 
of these conditions were present. It was a highly structured 
stimulus-situation with moderate self-involvement; the film 
situation was presented so that little or no threat was pre-
sented to subjects other than that within the film stimulus. 
In experimental condition 2 the conditions do hold more 
closely to those conditions, usually present in perceptual 
distortion studies, but again we find that there is a high 
degree of agreement among all subjects within this condition. 
There was E£ systematic distortion. 
It would seem that where the events perceived are struc-
tured and of a factual and non-emotional nature, distortion 
does not necessarily take place even though the subjects are 
children and the stimulus content is fast moving. 
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This would lead one to h~pothesize a possible difference 
between distortion of fact and of meaning; i.e. interpretation. 
It is quite possible that the stimulus condition and subject 
variables differ resulting in these two events. (This will 
have to be tested at a later date.) One can say that the 
majority of our perceptions in everyday experience come 
under the heading of neutral stimulus input; if they are 
not outside of our range of expectancies (18, 23) or are 
unusual in any way, then they are quickly coded and assimi-
lated into the ong oing cognitive behavior of the individual. 
In this case there would be neither necessity nor opportunity 
for the intervention of any of the symbolic processes which 
function in the interpretation and re-organization of the 
stimulus events resulting in idiosyncratic emphasis and con-
notations. 
Where there is fast moving perceptual stimulus (as in 
a film situation) there is no necessity for distortion or 
conscious reflection on what has been perceived by the in-
dividual. It is when the individual reflects back upon the 
event and tries to infer from, or to place upon the event 
some meaning it has for him that one might expect a great 
deal of distortion of the stimulus events. 
Chapter VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The following experimental hypotheses were confirmed: 
· 1) Subjects in E-2, when compared with the control g roup, 
will not show a statistically significant change in 
their aggression scores. 
t = .7~4, df • 103, P-value .~ 
2) Subjects in E-3, when compared with the control group, 
will show a statistically significant decrease in 
their aggression scores. 
t = 1.571, df. = 108, 1-tail P-value = .06 
3) Subjects in E~2 and E-3· will not differ significantly 
in the changes in their aggression scores. 
t = .692, df = 113, P-value = .5 
~) The differences in identification choices of High-
Aggression S 1 s in E-1 and E-2 will not be statistically 
significant. 
There were no significant differences on all 
five identification questions. 
5) The identification choices of High-Aggression S 1 s and 
Low-Aggression S !s will differ more significantly 
within E-2 than within E-1. 
In E-1: there were no statistically significant 
differences between the two subgroups. 
In E-2: there were statistically significant 
differences between the two subgroups on 
3 of ~~e 5 identification questions. 
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6) 
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In E-1, with the exception of question 7, Low-Aggression 
S's will distribute their identification choices equally 
among all film characters. The frequency of identifica-
tion choices of Hoppy and of other film characters will 
not differ significantly. 
Chi-square value = 2.882, df = 1, 2-tail P-value .2 .1 
?) Low-Aggression S's in E-2 will choose the villain signi-
ficantly oftener than Low-Aggression S 1 s in E-1. 
On the four positiwe questions Chi-square value = 
14.740, df • 2, 1-tail P-value .001. 
The following experimental hypotheses were not confirmed: 
1) Subjects Yd. thin E-1, when compared with the control group, 
will show a statistically significant decrease in their 
aggression scores. 
2) 
· t-value 1.115, df = 10~, 1-tail P = .1 
Subjects in E-1 showed an increase rather than 
the predided decrease. 
Subjects within E-1 and E-2 will differ 
the change in their aggression scores. 
decrease and S's in E-2 will not change 
in terms of increas e or decrease. 
significantly in 
S 1 s in E-l will 
pre dominantly 
t-value • 1.571, df = 108, 1-tail P. = .06 
S 1 s in E-1 increased significantly more than 
S's in E-2. 
3) Subjects in E-1 will show a greater decrease in their 
aggression scores than subjects in E-3. 
t-value = 2.4~5, df • 114, 1-tail P • .007 
S's in E-1 increased significantly more than 
S 1 s in E-3. 
4) In E-1, with the exception of question 7, High Aggression 
S 1 s will choose Hoppy more often than the other film 
characters. 
Chi-square value = .250, df = 1, 1-tail P • .35 .3 
5) The identi~ication choices o~ Low-Aggression S 1 s in 
E-1 and E-2 will di~~er signi~icantly. 
On only 2 o~ the 5 identi~ication choices were 
there statistically signi~ican. t di~~erences. 
6) The amount o~ distortion o~ i~ormation by S•s will be 
significantly greater in E-2 than within E-1. 
Other conclusions to be drawn from the data: 
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1) The effect o~ the conventional cowboy film ending, per ~' 
is opposite to the e~fect of the general film content 
without ~~e ending. The effect of the ending itself is 
to result in an increase in the aggression of S•s within 
the ~ilm situation. 
2) 0~ the two processes at work within the conventional 
cowboy film; i.e., the general content's and the film 
ending's, the latter resulted in a greater change in S's 
aggression, caus!ng S 1s to overcome the depressant effect 
upon their aggression of the film's general content, and 
show a final overall increase in their aggression after 
the complete ~11m. 
3) The different content o~ the ~ilms shown within E-1 and 
E-2 produces a difference statistically signi~icant at 
the .06 level in Ss 1 change in aggression. E-1 produced 
a large increase in aggression and E-2 only a slight and 
unreliable increase in aggression. 
~) The lower the I.Q. score of s, the more likely h e will 
be af~ected by the film. 
5) An age di~ference in response change occurs only in con-
ventional film situation, in which the amount of past 
experience with such a film is comparable among the age 
groups. 
6) In such a film situation, 8 -yr.-old S 1 s decrease in a g -
gressiveness and 9-yr.-olds increase in aggressiveness. 
10-year-olds are rather unaffected by the film variable. 
7) Regardless o~ the nature of the film variable, there is 
a tendency for the younger subject to be more affected 
by the film variable than the older child. In this 
respect, 8-year-old S 1 s in this experiment were-similar 
to S 1 s with average ££ low-average I•R• scores; the older 
S 1 s ~similar to S 1 s with high-average££ superior 
l·~· scores. 
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Identification 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
Male S's within the conventional film (E-1) situation 
chose Hoppy more than other socially acceptable film 
characters they might also have chosen. 
Males in unconventional film situation (E-2) chose other 
favorable film male characters as often as Hoppy. 
The film situation (E-2) in which the villain is •hown 
unpunished for his villainy results in a greater dislike 
of him among male S 1 s. 
Regardless of the film shown, girls chose Linda as the 
film character they wish to model themselves after as 
they grow up. 
In terms of friendship or having home as a guest, females 
. in E-2 chose Hoppy more often than Linda or Jo~~y and 
Shanghai. In E-1 where Hoppy is an active, punishing 
hero, female S 1s would prefer having him home for dinner, 
but would prefer having Linda for a friend. 
In E-1, there was no difference between High- and Low-
Aggression S 1 s selection of Hoppy as the character most 
often chosen, with one exception. The High-Aggression 
S'a divided their choices equally among Hoppy, Linda, 
Johnny or Shanghai as potential parents. The Low-
Aggression S's chose Hoppy more than the other characters 
combined. This indicates to us these S 1 s identification 
with the aggressor and 'respect' for those persona who are 
"pro-social" in their own aggressive behavior. 
In E-2, the High-Aggression S 1 s chose other film 
characters more than Hoppy, indica t ing a dissatisfaction 
with Hoppy in a role in which he is ineffectual and 
beaten. The opposite case occurs in the case with Low-
Aggression S's in E-2. While they do not prefer Hoppy 
as a parent, they do prefer him as a friend or dinner 
guest over the others. Low-Aggression S'a identifica-
tion choices in E-1 and E-2 seem to show that they look 
for different characteristics in parents and in friends. 
The latter are the recipients of t he aggressive hero's 
good deeds; in a sense they are not expected to be highly 
aggressive, nor do they show this in the films; i.e., 
they are very much like Low-Aggression S's. 
Distortion of fact and individualized interpretation is 
not systematically related to subject variables within a 
short film situation. What S 1 s perceive appears to be 
determined by ~~e film situation, in general; resulting 
in a concensus among all the S's within a particular 
film situation. 
Conclusion 
The effect of the conventional aggressive cowboy film 
upon the aggressiveness of male and female children 8 to 10 
years old is a function of the interaction between three 
important variables: These are each child's initial amount 
of aggressiveness before seeing the film, his age, whether 
or not the film hero conforms to the role-expectancies of a 
hero, and whether or not there is a fo1~al resolution of 
the film's aggression and punishment by the hero of the 
villain for his anti-social behavior. The effect of the 
film upon each child's identification choices of film 
characters depends upon these variables and additionally, 
the variable of the sex of the child. Irrespective of 
variations in the above variables, differential distortion 
of the film events does not occur among the subjects watch-
ing the various film versions. 
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APPENDICES 
~l Overall. frequencies of response changes wit-hin Experiment-al 
and Control aondi.-tions presented according to Ss' se:x:, age, 
b.e1 .. ore-f'i.lm aggression scores, and poat:-rilm. aggre>ssion. 
changes .• 
2) ov·erall f"requencies of identif'Icat.ion choices: presented ac-
cording to experimental condition; Ss' sex, age, bef'ore-
f."ilm aggression scores, and post.-f'i.lm. aggression. changes. 
3:} Copies of the before-film and post-f'ilm questionnaires 
given t:o S' s wi. t-hin the three exper1 men.tal conditions in 
which a. !'il.m was present:e:d. 
Condition.: E-l E:ffect F:requ.encies 
Sex. Bei':ore.-:ri lm. total 
Aggression Scores. 
s• s wi t~h increa ses 
in . .Aggressiveness 
{n 22} Male Female High Medium Low.. 
Age 8 yrs.. old. 0 2 1. 1. 0 2. 
9 yrs. old s 8 5 8 4 l'l 
1.0 yrs,. ol.d 2 .l 2 0 1 3 
ll 1.1. 8 9 5 22 
S's with decreases 
in Aggre.ssi venes.s 
~n 20) Male Female Hi.gh. Medium Low ~ota.L 
Age 8 yrs. old 8 5 4 '7 2 1.3. 
9 yrs. old 2 l. 3 0 0 3 
lO y:rs. old 0 4 1. 2, l 4 
10 1.0 8 9 ~ 20 
S:' s showi.n.g no Male Female· High Medium Low total. 
change {n 1.3) 
Age 8 yrs . old 0 2: 1. 0 1 2 
9 yrs. old 4 2 1. 5 2 6 
1.0 yrs. old 5 0 0 2. 3 5 
9 .. 15 4 2 0 0 
Tot.al E-1.: 55 
Condit;ion: E.~ 2. Fr equena.ie.s of· Fil.nt Ef'fee:t.s 
Bef'ore-Film.. 
Sex 
S ' s. with. ina.reases 
~Bress.ion Scores tot.a~ 
in .Aggr e s,s.. 
( n. a3:} Ma~e: Female High Medium Low 
Age 8 yrs. o~d 2 4. 0 0 6 6 
9 yrs. o~d 'l 5 5 5 2. .12 
10 yra • . old 3 2. 2. 0 3 5 
120 ll 'l "" il 23. SUDl 0 
S' s w.i th dacrease,s 
in Ag~ssion 
{n l.9i Male: :Fema~a Hi~ Medium Low t .otal 
Age 8 yr:s. old 0 4 0 4: 0 4 
9 yrs.. o~d 7. 4 7 2 2 ll 
~0 yra. ol.d 4: 0 3" l 0 4 
sum ll 8 lO 7 z l9 
S's w:ith no change 
in Aggression 
tn . l.4.) Ma~e Female Hi~h M.edium. Low. total 
Age 8 yrs. old 4 2. 0 l 5 6 
9 yrs.old :L 5 l z ;:) 6 
1.0 yrs.ol.d :L 1. I. 0 1 2 
sum. 6. 8, 2 ~. 9 1.4 
Total N in Cond. = 56 
Condition:. Experimental 3 
Frequencies o-f Film Effects 
Befor·e-Fi.lm: 
Sex ~Sire-s sion Score 
S's: wit.h increases 
in Aggress. 
{n ZO} Male· Female- High Medium Low total 
Age· 8 yrs. o-ld 3 2 l 3 l 5 
9 yrs. old 5' 4: 1 ]. 'l 9 
1.0 y_rs. oi.d 4 2- 0 4 . 2 6 
sum. 12 8 2. 8 1.0 zo 
S' s. With decreases. 
in Aggress .• 
~n 21) Jlal-e Femal.e High M·edi.um. Low total 
Age e yrs .• old 2. 2 0 4. 0 4 
9 yrs. ol.d 6 2: 0 6, 2 8 
10 :lrs. old 2; 7 5 4: 0 9 
sum 1.0 11. fi, 1:4 2. 2.1. 
S"s: With no change 
in .l',:ggress. 
{n 18} Mal.e Female High_ Medium Low 'to 'tal 
Age 8 yrs.old 1 2 1 1 l 3 
9. yrs .• old 3 7 0 4. 6. 10. 
10 lrs.o1d 3' 2' a 1 2. 5 
sum 'Z ll 3 6 9 18 
Total N in Cond. = 59 
control: Frequencies of Film. Ef'fects: 
Be±· or e--Filiii 
Sex Ag~ression Score 
S's with increases. 
in A.ggre s s. 
(n 1.3} Male Female High Medium Low to. tal 
Age 8 yrs. old 4. 0 2 1 I. 4: 
9 yrs. old 4 3 2 2. 3 ? 
l.O x.rs. old 0 2 1 0 I. 2 
sum a ti 5 3 :l- 1.3 
S' s with decreases. 
in Aggress. 
{n 14.) Male- Female High :Medium Low "total 
Age 8 yrs. old 2 1 1 2 0 3 
9 yrs. old 0 5 2 1 2 5 
10 "l.rs. old l 5 ~ 3 0 6 
sum 3. 11 6. (i z 14 
S'"s with. no change 
in Aggress. 
~ n 2.3.). Male Female Hif!ih Medium Low total 
Age 8 yrs. old I. 3 l l 2 4 
9 yrs. old 6 5 4 5 2. ll 
10 "l.rs. old. 4 4 1 0 ? 8 
sum 11 12 fi 6- II 23 
Total N in Condition = 50 
Jre®tP.Ci_e_2S_for 5_ ldell_tlfi~tion Q)leations ___ _ 
1fho would you Who would you Whose :Boy or lh.o Do You Who Don 1 t You 
Variable Like to Grow Like to :Bring Girl Would You Think Would fant to Grow Up 
Up & :Be Like? Home for Dirmer? Like to :Be? Ma.k'frl~!d~est And :Be Like? 
H L J-S LG H L J-S :W H L J-S LG H L J-S LG H L J-S LG 
i-1 Malee 21 0 9 0 22 0 6 0 15 4 10 0 18 0 11 0 6 8 3 13 
1;:2 Males 14 1_13_1 ____ 16 2 12 0 14 3 12 0 11) 2 12 0 4 1 2 21 
E-1 Feaales 
E-2 Females 
3 20 0 1 
4 18 0 4 
12 g 4 0 g 13 4 0 6 12 5 2 0 4 6 14 
15 u5 6_ 0 7 14 6 0 16 g 3 0 1 0 0 24 
E-1 8 7r.olde 7 6 3 1 11 2 3 0 2 7 5 0 8 3 3 2 0 6 1 10 
E-1 9 zr.o1da 11_10_ 5 0 16 4 r; 0 13_L u_7__u_O 11_6_ 9 _ __0 ____ 3_ 3 7 12 
E-2 8 Jr.o1de 6 8 2 1 9 4 3 0 5 8 3 0 9 5 2 . 0 
E-29zr.olds 8 S_ll_1 13 214 0 1~_____6- 11 __ 9_ ... _16 __ ~_9 0 
Pre-J'il.Ja Scores 
1 
4 
0 
1 
0 
2 
14 
21 
E-1 Hig~gg.S's 6 7 3 0 10 2 3 0 6 6 5 0 8 5 3 1 2 1 3 11 
lil-1 Low-Agg. S 1 1 _ 9 3 2 1 9 2 2 0 8 2 3 0 6 2 I) 0 2 I) 2 _ 5 
Pre-Film Score 
E-2 High-Agg.S'e 5 4 6 2 8 3 7 0 4 3 9 0 7 2 7 0 
E-2 Lorigg. S' e 6 12 6 1 16 3 9 0 11 10 4 Q 14 6 5 0 
Post-J'ilm Changes 
E-1 s•s increas- 8 10 3 1 
in .A.ggress. 
E-1 s•s decreas- 7 9 4 0 
ing b._~ ..... 
»-2 S I s increas-
ing in A&gress, 6 8 9 0 
E-2 S1s decreas-
14 4 3 0 13 5 
10 3 4 0 6 8 
11 3 8 0 g 6 
4 0 
7 0 
g 0 
11 3 
8 3 
9 7 
6 2 
g 0 
6 0 
4 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
4 
4 
0 
0 
1 
5 
2 
1 
11 
21 
12 
12 
20 
ing in Awess. 8 6 4 1 11 3 5 o 6 5 8 o 13 3 3 o 2 1 1 15 
Total Conditions 
E-1 24 20 9 1 34 18 10 0 23 17 14 0 24 12 16 2 6 12 9 27 
E-2 18 19 13 5 31 16 18 0 21 17 18 0 31 10 15 0 5 1 2 45 
H stands for Hoppy 
L 11 " Linda 
J-S 11 It Johnny &/or Shanghai (combined to satisfy requirement of theoretical 
freq. of at least 5 in a cell). Most often the7 :':'e&ch 
were chosen equal to one another. 
m " 1 the leader of gang. 
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11~. ,. YOU CHEJtTEJ} rB 1 I \ !If. -H)l~ .., , •. . . l . ' .. ·' . · : . :1. ,, .»':.."\.L.UJ'., J, t~l.l " ..\. {·u•1 }\): i VL<_IJ· 
B c YOU DID NOT o 'Hl.f;Y l~GE 1Htm o "'li' G·~ .. -,,1. rr..., un··T • / l..t.. L.ol ,_l';• 1 C(,j'l , . v. 
C" THAT IS FAIRo _.k( .. B. V~ELL. 1 G~.N ·:'l' HT~'LP I· 
Da LET 1S Pr!.AI ANOTHER GAfM'~, :. o rlHA'X Til~ DO ::ou rl~.I!E.'t ... __ , _ 
E " I KNQ\', ~ 1 LUS'J' T'Kr~!' D.. 1 'H.t~ VE: 'i·f, t 1~i ::~·) ... 
F o I CAN "T PLAY t.S GOOD AS Y.O!i DO E, I A~~ NOl' 
__ ,-;u Jll~.1~ 
-·· 
~·tn"~•' ;~-r:. 11! ·;- ~ ..... 
•1 
BEFORE-FILM 
BELOW ARE SOME QUES':'IONS. AF'!ER EACH QU:~STION ARE SOME M~SVm.RS. AF'l'Kti. YOU 
READ EACH QUSS'l'ION YOU :PUT .A. MARK N"EXT TO THE Gr·lE ANm~ER THJ\.T SEEUS TO 
FIT YOU BES'l' Ol" ALI, o DO NOT SHOW YOUR AUSWER TO YOUR NEIGHBOR" !1F;ADY?GO o 
1, LAST vn:K HOW M..I\NY 'flUES DID YOU EITHER SEE A MOVIE OR WATCH TELEVISION? 
o;:s:s,__ 
A) EVERY DAY 
B) 5 dayf! 
--~~ 
C) 3DAlS 
~ 
D) 1 DAY 
... ~ .... t-.a 
E) NONE 
=--__,._ 
2o HEP..E IS A ~l. IS'I' OF DIF"Ii'EREI\TT KINDS Oli' MOVIES A:ti!"D '1'ELEVISION PROGRAMS a PUT 
NUMI3E.R J. N:EXT TO THE KIND THAT YOU L IKE BEST OF ALL THESE. 'I'HEN PUT A 2 
BY 'ri-lE K!.N.D THAT YOU LIKE NEX'rE BEST, AND A 3 BY THE ICIND THAT YOU LIKE 
'l'HJ:RD BEST o 
A) HORHOR OR GHOST .PICTTJR:ES ·~-~ 
C) COWBOY OR ~~ESTERN PICTUP..ES ~-~ 
D) MUSICfJ.. PICTUIRES WITH .tALOT OF 
SING IHG AND DANCING IN THEM ---~ 
E ) GANGS'l'ER OR CRIME PICTURES -~~ 
F) LOVE PICUTH.ES --
G) COMEDY PIC'l'URES WI'rH ALOT OF 
J OKES AND Ii'UNNY PEO PLE IN THEM 
- ---
H) CARTOONS LI KE 'rOM & JEREY , PORKY PIG, 
f;ONALD DUCK, OR BUGS BUNNY 
J" \11 10 DO YOU GO TO '1.'1-D:I: MOVIES WI'I'H !@.§! OF ':.'HE: 'riME't 
A) BY M7SELF 
---
B) W"I'rH MY ?1:10'l'HER. OR F'JI.'J'HEE ~~ 
C J WI':t'H ONE OR. TWO FRIENDS 
D) V!ITH ALOT OF CHILDREN MY AGE 
- -
4o BEFORE YOU GO TO 'fHE MJVIES DO YOU 'l'ELL YOUR UJTHER OR FATHER 1!'JHEHE 
YOU ARE GOING? 
A) l'ES ' AT .. MOST A.LWJ1YS 
--=-·,__ 
B) l"ES, ABOUT HALF Of THE TIME 
~-
C) NO.J ALMOST NEVER 
5o DO.l!~S YOUR MOTHER OR fATHER LE'I' YOU SEE AL!; KINDS OF MOVIES OR TELEVI .. :IO'IIl 
SHOV:S? 
B) NO 
6o IF YOU SAID NO TO THE LAS'!' QID~ST!ON, GHF.CK THE KINDS OF MOVIES OR TELEV.;}SION 
PROGRAMS YOU ARE NOT ALLOVIED TO SEE . 
-
A) WAH PIC'I'URES 
----
B) LOVE PJ.CTURBS ~·-~~ 
C) G1\NGS'rER OH ClUME PICTli1I6S -~ 
D )CAHTOONS l.IKF~ 'fOM & JEf-tRY J~ PORKY PIG ;~ 
DONALD DUCK, OR BUGS BUNNY -~ 
E) COWBOY OR WESTEHN PlLCl'UHES 
F) M SJCAL PICUTRES WITH ALOT OF SING!JG 
AND DANCING tN '!'HEM 
----
G) HOHF.OR OR GHOST PICTURES __ ,_ 
H) GOMEDY PlCTUPt.ES WITH JOKES :\ND FUNNY PEOPLE 
7 o BET..,0"\1'1 IS A LIST OF' '::IEJ:IGS y:,rg MIGI-IT BE ii'!HE1~ WE GROW UP . PUT A NUMBER 1 BY 
THE ONE YOU V!ANT 'fO BE HOST OF ALI.; THEN PUT A NUMBr:R 2 BY THE OtiE YOU 
WOULD LIKE TO BE NEXT, AND THEN A ~illMBER .3 BY 'rHE ONE YOU VJ.ANT 'rD BE 
THIRD BEST ~ .() FIREl\flAN 
--~ 
B) t-HJRSE __ 
C) POLICEMAN---
D) TEACHER 
----
E) COWBOY 
F) DOGTOR 
----
G) BOXER 
H) DANCEH 
----
Bo PUT A MAHK BY 'J.'HE ONE YOU LIKE MOS'l' OF J\J..L IN THE LIST BELOW. 
A) TOM MIX 
----
B) THE LONE RANGER -=--
C) HOPALONG CASSIDY 
D) 'l'HE CISCO KID 
E) GENE AUTRY ---
9o IS nl ALL RIGI-ff TO FORCE OR THREA'rEN PEOPLE TO MMffi THEM DO THINGS THEY 
DO NOT WANT TO DO? 
A) YES, IT I S AL:WA YS ALL RIGW.r 
B) l'ES , IT IS SOMETIMES ALL HIGH'f 
C) NO, IT IS NOT OFTEN ALL RIGHT 
D) NO , IT IS NEVW~ ~~L RIGHT 
!'$, 
10 .. WHAT DO YOU ''HIHK ABOt.:T SHOO'J'IXJG PEOfLE? 
A) I'l' J:S ALWAYS ALl, RIGHT TO SHOOT PEOPLE IF TID.::Y AftE BAD _ 
B) IT IS OFJ.'EN ALI. RIGHT •ro SHOr'l' PEOPLE IF THEY I.R.E BAD _.__ 
C) ONCE IN A 1hliiLZ I'l' IS ALL RIGHT rw SHOOT PEOR.E 
IF THEY ART~ BA ... 'I) 
D) IT IS NEVER /\1.1 RIGH'l' TO SHOOT PEOfl.E EVEN IF THEY ARE BAD ~~ 
llo DO YOU LIKE MOVIES OR TEY ... H:VISIOU .PICTUP..ES THA'l' SHOW THE HERO TE!1.CHING 
'rHE B.AD GUY TO BE A. NICE Gtff? 
A) YES, VFJ?.Y M:UCH.__~ 
B) YES, SOMEWHAT ~-
C) NO, NOT M"LTCH ·--
D) NO~ NO'l' EVER ----
12o DO YOU LIKE MOVIES OR 'l'E..'LEVISION PIC'l'u.RES THAT SHOV'I 'fHE HERO BEI!~G 
HURT BY 'l'HE BAD GUY"? A) J:ES, Vb""'RY MUCH -· 
B) YES, SOMElfiHAT .'£11:_--=.,-
C) NO, NOT MUCH ---=-=-
D) N"O ~ NOT EVER. ~-,.,...._. 
13o DO YOU LIKE MOVIES OR TELEVISION PIC'rURES THAT SHOW THE HERO BEATING 
UP OR lOLLING THE BAD GUY'r A) YES, VERY MUCH 
B) YES, SOMEWHAT 
C) NO, NOT 1'!UCH 
--
D) NO, NOT EVER _ 
f..T EACH OTHER ? A) YES,. VBRY Ilf.f.ii~H . ...__,... 
B) ID.~S, SO!/i·:WBAT 
•l'~'lr~::::;_--;:::a.. 
G) NO, NO 'I' MUCH 
D) NO, NOT EVER 
"""L-=::t' I< ___ "'Wt-_ 
15o DO YOU LJ:lf..E JIDV!ES Ol1 T:l!:T ... f~VISION PIC'I'URF.S THtW SHO\J .. EOPLE KTI ... L:CNG m.'IlE ·~~? 
A) YJ£S I VEHY MUCH 
-~--
B) YI!''-' SOMF .. 'ii'JHAT n..ll 
---=llr-
G) NO) NOT MUCH 
-----
D) N0 1 NOT EVE.:.1: -'*"~~-~ 
16C' PUT A CHECK .MARl\ BY THE lCI:-ID OF MOV"IE OR TE:LEVXSION PICTURE 'I'lW~ YOUR. 
A.) GO\NHOY OR WESTERN PIC'l'UfillS 
B) LOVl~ PICfuHES --~ 
C) NIUSICAl, PIC~WRES ---
D) PORHOR ·~ H GHOST PIC'rUREs 
E) GANGSTER OR CRIME :9'ICTURES ----· 
F) COMBDY PICTURES 
G) WAR PICTURES ---
H) CARTOONS LIKE POHJ(Y PIG, 
DONALD DUCK, OR TOM AJ..ID ,ffiRR.Y ~-
1"/ o DO Y U EVER WANT ":'0 S':E 'J.'HE BJ\D CUY I1~ A ii:OVIE OR TELEVISION PIG'fURE WIN? 
A) YES, ALl':OST ALWAYS -~ 
B) YES, OFl''EN __ 
C) YES, ONCE Til A WHTI.E ---
D) NO, AL~DST NEVER __ ,.,..._ 
l8o DO YOU EVER li'EEL SORHY ?OR 'l'HE BAD GUY EVEN '!'HOUGH HE IS ON THE 'Wilmm SIDE? 
A) YES:; ALMOST Ji:LWAYS __ _ 
B) YES, OFTEN 
·--
c) YES, ONCE IN A WHILE ---
D) N:), ALMOST 'NEVER ----=--=--
l9o DO YOU EVER WANT TO SF..E 'Hfli~ GOOD GUY WIN EVEN THOUGH HE MAY HURT OR KJL!, 
PEOPLE IN THE 1.'0VIE OR TEI,EVISION PIC'fURE? 
A) YE;S, .J!J..Jw,.'OST AI..WAYS ---
B) YES.\) OFTEN---
C) YES, ONCE IN A WHTI.E 
----
D) NO, AUlOST NEVER ---
20o DO YOU EVER F!·,EL SORRY FOR THE GOOD GUY IN A MOVIE OR TELEVISION PICTURE? 
A) YES, ALMOS'l' ALWAYS 
---
B) YF..S, OFTEN ---
C ) YES, ONCE IN A \'.Rn.E 
---
D) NO, ALMOO'l NEVER ---
FATHER 1 IKES BEST OF .ALL o 
A) LOVE PICTUffii.:S 
--
B) WAR PlCTUF..ES 
~·~ 
C) COMEDY PICTURES 
---~~ 
D) COWBOY OR ¥.'ESTERN PICTURES ---
E) HORROR OR GHOS'I' PICTURES - - -
F) MUSICAL PICTURES 
---
G) GANGSTER OR CRIMB PICTURES ~~ 
H) CARTOONS LIT.E POHKY PIG, TOM & JERRY, 
DON.I\I .. D DUCK, OR BUGS BUNNY --=---
FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ST.ATEM)~NTS PUT A. MA.PJC NEX'l' TO THE YES ANSWER IF 
YOU FEEL THE STA'l'EMENT IS TRUE FOR YOU o IF YOU DO NOT THINK I T FITS YOU 
PUT A MI\11K NEX"T 'l'O THE NO ANSWER~ 
!~" I LIK..E TO WATCH 'fELEVISION MORE T:Hf'.,.'l?J I LI ... J: .. TO GO FOR WALK3. YES _ _}iD ·-
23e I LIKF. TO WATCH TET .. EVISION MORE THAN I LIKE 'I'O RF...AD A BOOK. YES,_oNO __ 
24o ~LIKE TO WATCH TELEVISI ON MORE 'ri-IAN I LIKE '1'0 STUDY MY LESSONS.YES ____ .NO~!_ 
2$. I WOULD RATHER WATCH TELEVISION TIL~N GO ON A PICNIC IN THE COUN'fRY. YES .NO 
-
26o I ·woULD RATHER WATCH TELEVISION THAN PLAY GAMES WITH OTHF1t FRIENDS .YES NO 
~
27 o MY WTHER SAYS THAT I LOOK A. TELEVISION TOO MUCH • YES • NO 
!~" I LOOK AT TEr.EVISION IDRE THAN MY FRIENDS DO o YES • NO 
- --
29o lJ!.~ DO NOT HAVE TELEVISION AT MY HOUSEJ BUT I ViATCH IT AT MY FRIENDS HOME. YES 
riA.\il!' 
·------ ··~ ... ~ ... --··---·-·-·-· ----·--·-----
t~) I iJKi!;.u TdiS : ov:n vr;RY MUCi:l 
--- ·-----·-
A) Y.t!.J __ ,_ _ ... _ 
B) NO 
A Y.i:;j vc~m:. 
•·' CH 
-
B . J!;S, ,. i:..E~~~HJT ,) 
... ... ..._ .... . .... _ .,.. _ ,._-.. 
C) Nl1 i:KT l'O'J dl.C.d 
--. ... _ .... 
H) no, NOT .'\'!' A.LL 
-----~-
aHEi•J dO.f'.r'Y ~:-Io'l' f.J..J .. OF Td~ ihD lrU';N 
·- ·---·-·--?-·--·---..:o::r=. 
C) Wl-IEl·J JOrlN.~.fy· ·;VAS A..LMOO.T .':irlO'r BY THE GA.:'40 ------------~~----
------
F) ·.iHEN HOPPY HESCU.l!:.J JOHNNY I;.J THE GAHG 1 b CABIN 
-----------------
G) 
5. I~HAT PA.R:r Of!' I'.HE ,;jQVI.E D!,J YOU DISLIKE THE MOS'r? 
A) ~WHEN SH.ANGEI BEC.Allli: A GOOu GUY 
B~ 1Yil1~~! JOHNNY ~hl..S ALill.OST SdO'l' .BY. 'flll,i; GANG 
------------------
C) WHEN HO.J:>.L"':i .SH01' 1-:i..L OF l 'HE BAJ MEN 
---------------------
D) ~rHEN HOf.'.t'Y 1ESGU&J JO.dNNY IN J:'HE GANG 'J ~- C.A.IHN 
------
6. ~~HO 1b'OULJ YC:J LIKE TO GH.O>"i UP AND BE Lll\E? 
A) SlfA.NGH.I _______ _ 
B) .LINDA ______ _ 
C) HOP.PY 
.IJ) '1'HE lEADEn OF rHE GAi\lG 
H;j JO!CJNY 
----
I,. •'•s 
u·. 
C) •. _ TUB l.i:~'lJ J;..F·. 01!' ·..:.•.i-b G !1t. r~t! 
-----· 
r..:) St"i_m]i r ___ .. _. ~---------·--
:. u r t-~ 1 !:: ._ .. J:.x .. : 
A) 
-·---------------------~-
B) 
C) Ho.~.·.t·Y 
,....., .. F 
L· .. • 
1IN.J..).-i. 
---·---- -.-. ··--- --~-- ----- . ------
B) l ·L'JJJa. ____ ~--~-- - - ----·---·-
c j fi JfLJf _________ . ,_  __. 
{" t ;, t f' '., '; 
·--"J. .. .:.~ .. U.a. J . .. 
-~·---.. ----- .. ---... 
!l",lf. 
-- - .... ·--·-- -·-- _ __ .... _. _______ .
B) H P2Y 
-~- -·---··-··--·--·---· 
LINDA 
·- ----- ·--~------~--~- ---
E.) JOdH!D~ 
--·--·-·--·-··------
A) ·ri:ffi l.:!;it !J!!:~~ ul.~ 'l'HE: •.7-.i~·JG 
---
B; aoe.et 
·-------.. ------
C) JUtUi~Y·L::-;: 
--------·-.---~ 
;.) 'JrLdGHI 
··) Li i· JJA__ ____ ----~· ----~-
'rHE LE:Ai)~R _____ -----·-------------··-------------· -·- - · -
J011NN'Y -----
SHArJGHI 
------------
l.IND.::t. 
-------------------~-------
Ht.1.r>.t-'Y 
-~~--· 
--------·-------
arOtl.lli YOU THINK FI'r 'rrill .PEdSON., 
VERY GOOD GOOD F AIH BAD \/ER.Y BAJJ 
JOHNrJY 
SHANGHI _________ , 
HOPtY·-------------------------------------------
LINDA 
l.E.iWEli OF 
THE G.i:U.'m 
------------------------------------------
15 ., HOti vi.KLL Diu 'fil.ESb; r l!:O.r>.L.E l!;ACH SHOOT A GUN? .PU'l' A tWUtK UN.J.KH. 'l'dE 
~WH.LlS YOU THINK FIT THE PERSON., 
\IEHY GOOD GOOD FAIR BAD VERY BAD 
HO.PPY __ ~--------------------
JOHNNY. ________________ ________ _ 
L&.UJER OF 
THE G.~G-----------------·------------------·-----
.LIND ~---------------------------------------------
SHANGH ~--------------------------------------------
16., 
TO .LlO OR TELL :JOtil-!:T.tU~JG? ?U'£ A M.AttK Ui~D£rl. 'l'li.t: ;JO.d..U.::) YOU 'l'HINK J.i'IT 
4 TUltJS 3 TThl!.:S 2 TIME::i 1 l'ILE NONE 
JOHNNY _ _____________________ _ 
HO.PPY 
------------------------------
.LINDA 
---------------------------------
SH&~GHI 
-------------------------------------------------------
UlWE.H. Olf THB GANG __________ , _________ _ 
'fALKL~G LE).) NO'.~t~~t.C 
~.!.'l;;A.J..ING MO:,JEY DRINKING WHISKEY KI.L.;.,Il'JG ,t>gO.t' .~..E BAD ~m.oi.'· G 
LIN.JA 
JUHNN"f 
·---
1.'\:~A.J~.L'i OF 
'l'H.!!; Gtu~G 
-----------------------.. ·-·---~- --- ------ .. -· . ·-
·-----------·----------------------...... ~--
------------------------------- -------
HOl->.?Y 
·-----------·------·--·-----------~------~-·----------- · · · ~···· 
SHA.t'\4GHI 
-------·----
Sl-LiNGHI 
.~AS A 1/_l!;i:cr 
fi'JllR FIGi.iH.t!~R 
vvAS A .PllliTTY 
.ti'AIH. FIGH'rl!~P. 
•~A.S AN TJN.t.<'Aif.'. ,~~~ .A. YlmY UTf'.UH 
fiGHTEH PIUH£E.H 
-----------------·-----·--~--------·------------- -----·----· --- ·-
lli.WE.H. OF 
THE GANG 
·---------
---------------- ·----------
-----------
EiO?J:>Y _________ ·----------------------
A) 
B) 
C) 
lJ) 
E) 
SHANGHI 
----·--· 1INJA 
JOHiJr.[y--------· 
.Hor.r>·y ----~--
'flll!; Ll::AJE.ii. OF l'HE GANG 
·---
20., .O:W YOU LIKl~ 1'H~ lliADSH OF THB GA.t'JG? 
A) 'YES_, \I'.KHY L.'UCH 
B) YBS, A. Wl' _-------
0) NOr~ NO'l' .iTJCH 
D) NO, NOT I~r ALr.:_-___ -__ 
2L uiJJ YOU lEEl ... SOH.RY li'OR 'l'HE 111~oLiE.l'l. 01', 'l'HE GAHG 1Vl!Ei~ HO.Pr'Y SHO'f Hlk 
A:f Tllli hNLl OF THE ::AOVIE? 
A) YES, \!EHY ~.il' CH 
E) YE.J g SOLE,•H.:·:I' -~·-­
C) N0 11 NOT MUCH ---
. • ) NO, ;~O'l' AT Al.~--=---· 
A) YE~, VEH.i MUCH, BUr HE iLh) TO llU;H~-I Hl.:A iOH. J.Jl~I.~u .-:>.uJ 
B) Yl.i:SJ> SOr,;lE1>HA.'l', JJUT HE H.tl..J '1'0 PUNISH HL_ POrl. ~i0U'!'I.~l.l' ~.t.~-·o~K~. u~-;~--~-- ~ 
C) NO, NO'l' LlUCtf... THE l.EtWlli .ui.S 'r00 1-ll:!;.A.l~ - --·--· 
.U) i-10, NO'l' A'l' ALL THEY ••E.tlli EN.c;fuL!E;j 
------------·---·-
A) HE •'U\..::> A 1/~HY HONBST AND VBHY J3ltAVE MAN 
B) HE <~AS A PH.il:'l'TY HONES'l' A:-JJ BH.AVB f.1fu~ ----·----
C) HE .lAS ONLY A LI'r'J:'LE HONES'l' A.:"W A J..I'fT.LE l3H.AVlt; 
0) HE .lAS Nar HONEST ANu .H.S NOT BH.AVE ---
A) HE Kl !...LlW THlill 
B) HE HU!~ 1'Hi!:t.1 VERY' o;illLY miT DfirNGT Ki~I.Tllli'fr-·~---'-
C) .HJi~ HUH.l' ·rE:Eki. SO.t£.~HA.T » JUT .JIJ.) ~~O'l' !\ILL 'l'HE14 -- -
JJ) ~ IfU!t'I' £.H:t;U UNLY' j, .i..Jll'T.LJ,i;P BU'l' .Ul.U ~JV£ KILL 'l'J:il!ai ___ _ 
E) HE .Jiu NuT HII' 'l'llliil .liTH THE SilO!'~---------~ 
(_, 
A) HB >1AS AUiOST Kl .L.LEU 
B) Hh hi AS 13.~-UJLY 110UNJJ£.J-- - --
C) Hit ~~ il.~) ~.LIUHT.LY I~OUNDED _____ 
il) H.l!; l!itl . .S NO'£ .10UNDE1J 1JllliN HE ~~AS SHr:Jf"-------·--·-
E) ---· HB >~1LS NO'£ SHO! BY 'rHE GANG 
27" HCra .MA.NY l~:N .!JID HO.P PY KILL? 
28 o HOtV MANY l~N vi.!J 'l'HI~ IEAJJER OF THE GAtJG !~ILL? 
9 
A) HE ,,J!....;, .4;:'RAI1J TdE .L.c.;:uJER 1iOUI.J SHOOT HIM 
~-------~----·------B) HE ~aA;:-r:r.Bil 'l'O KKE~P AL.L 'fHE 010?\lKY ili./;1SE.Lfi' 
C) HE ~~ J'.N1'.ED TO S.GE L,ItJ.iJA ~----· 
D) H~ KNEiw l-IE HAJ OONE liltONG AND •1Ai~"TEJJ TO JJJ IUGH'r ____ ._ 
E) HOPPY OiillEHEJJ HIM ro CHJl.NG.b SIDES 
li' ) HE rUii.S Ji...':?fu'l.IJJ HOP.PY vWUL.J SHGOr a·,.!""'M---------
31.. DID HO~.PY EYER KISS .LINDA? 
A) YES, 4 TL::.ES DUlUNG 'rHE MOVIE 
B) YBS, 3 TI.!:.iBS lJUi:UNG THE MOV IE:-- -·--
C) YES~ 2 1'L~1BS DUH.IaG THE MOVIE 
JJ) Yb;S, 1 TilE DUHING Tim 'L:iOVIE -----
E) NO, NOT EV.b;l:..__~---·-----
32o DID JOHNi\.lY EVJ~H KISS LINDA? 
A) YES, h fTr:;~<;s DURDIG THE LOVI.E, 
B) YES, 3 TIM.I:.:S .DURING THE l;iOlZJE-
C) i"ES, 2 'l'IM.~S DURING '.L'HE MOVIE __ _ 
JJ) YES, 1 TIMB JURING THE MO\TIE ~ 
E) ~0:> Nor EVE..L__ __ 
3 3 .. HOW MA.r>.TY .PEOPLE 'i~Bllli KILlliil IN THE MOVIE? 
A) 
B) 
C) 
D) 
E) 
~·) 
G) 
12 PEOPIJ~ 10 PEOPLlf ___ _ 
8 PEOPLE 
6 ffiOf' u:---·---· 
4 l.;EO.PLE 2 PEOPLE ____ _ 
NOOI'.'E ---
OUR. NEIGHBORS 'l'lTh~ ANSifJEH3 . YOU SELEC'1~ .. 
C. I DISI.IlmD '!'HIS i"ilO'If!E .SO \E'•if1r~T 
~.;:' ... ~~-a:L, 
D. 1 DISLIKED 'tHIS MJVIE \1"'ERY '!h11C:H 
B. NO 
..... ~~.; 
.l~ Dl."' YOU LIK;~ TH: WAY TH..l\T THIS UOV:ill ENDED? ( CHECK O!'fuY ONE Al~SWE.t1) 
Co NC' , HJ'll 'l'CD MUGH 
Wl;:::::~.·.:-"".::.~-.:::.."")':::.:t"' 
Do t((,$' .401) ~T A.'LL 
~:~~·u;..•~ ... ~~ 
b. . ., WHAT PART OF THE U:vVIE DID YOU k~ THE MOS"' ? (GilliCK ONLY ONE AN..SWER) 
A oVrnEN HOPPY SHOT ALL OF THE BAD MEN 
._ .. ~--~ ...... 
B o WHEN SHANG HI BECAME A GOOD GUY 
~...,....,~ 
Co WHEN JO!lli1ll! WAS SHOT BY THE GANG 
---
Do WHEN HOPFY TRlED TO SAVE JOHNNY IN 'i'HE GANG 0S CJ\BlN 
-=== 
E" VJHEN HOPPY WAS SHO'£ BY THE LEADER OF THE GANG 
.._.,__ 
F o WHEN SHANGHI w~a.s SHOOT BY THE LE.!\DER OF THE GANG ...... __ 
Go vmi~N SHA~JGHI i\li'D 
· LINDA ME'l' A 'I THE END-=-=== .. .--........ ~ 
$o ViHA.T PART OF THE UOVIE DID YOU DISLIKE (NOT LIKE) THE MOST? (CHECK ONLY ONE ANS\"'IERJ 
A o WHEN Silfl JJGHI m:CP..ME A GOOD GUY 
c:::::!..~~ 
B.. VJ11EN JOID!NI WAS SHOT BY THE GANG 
...,.....~=~·-· 
Co WHI£U HOP .• >! SHOT ALL Qll' THE BAD MF;!I: -- __ 
'----·-----· 
D., WHEN SF..,\iiDIII AND LINDA MET AT THE END 
-=---
E, WliEN HOP .. i WAS SHOT BY THE LEADER OF THE GANG· ·· 
.:-.=:~_-...::.=:.. __ 
F o WHBN HOP.PY TRIED TO SAVE JOHNNY D'ii '!'HE GANG o S CJ...BIN 
--... 
Go WF..EN SHANG HI WAS SHOT BY THE LEADER OF THE GANG 
--
2o WHO WOULD YOU LIKE TO GROVl UP AND BE LIKE? (CHECK ONLY ONE ANSWER) 
Ao SHAl~GHI 
~~-
Bo LINDA 
·-~~~ 
Co HOPPY 
-=----
Do THE LEADn:R. OF '£HE GANG 
---=-
Eo JOHNNY 
1 o WHO DONUT YOU WANT TO anow· UP 1-~.ND Bi!: l ,IKE·?(CHECK ONLY ONE ANSffi'!R) 
Ao HOPPY 
---~ 
C. THE LF..ADER OF THE GGANG 
---
De LINDA 
---
Eo SHANGHI __ _ 
8 o BELOW ARE THE N.A.MES OF PEOP'....E D~ THE IDVlE. PUT A "1 11 BY THE NAME OF THE 
.PERSON YOU..1,!KED THE M:>ST IN THE IDVIE. PUT A " 211 BY THE NAME OF THE 
PERSON YOU LIKED SECOND BESTJ THEN A " 3 11 BY THE PERSON YOU LIKED THIRD 
--.. ·= - .. 
BEST, A.l"'D A " 411 BY Tim PERCS N YOU LIKED FOURTH BEST AND A "5 11 BY THE 
NAME 0 f.i' THE PERSON YOU LIKED LESS THAN ALL THEO OTHERS. 
Ac JOHNNY 
~------
B. SiiANGHI._* ~"""' 
C. HOPPY ----
D. THE LEADER OF THE GANG 
_w,___ 
S' o CHECK THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU ViOULD LIKE TO BRING TO IDUR HOME FOR DTI1NEH. 
{CHECK ONLY ONE MlSWF.R) 
. Ao JOHNNY 
Bo LINDA---
C. HOPPY 
---
Do LEADER OF THE GANG 
---
E. SHANGHI 
-----
10 WHOSE BOY OR G:O!L ~JOULD YOU I~:r~-q; TO E:/?.(Cl!F~C!C m ..LY Orffi: AI~EWF.n; 
B o HOPPY ----
C. Lll-IDA 
--
D • THE LEADER OF Tffii~ GANG 
·---
Eo JOHNNY. ___ .,.__ 
llo WHO DO YOU THINK WOULD MAKE THE BEST FRIE}IID ?(CHECK ONLY ONE iNSUVEI) 
A o THE LF.JJ>ER OF THE GANG. __ _ 
·Bo HOPPY. __ _ 
0 o JOHNNY ---
D. SHANGHI 
---
E. LINDA---
12 o PUT A MARK UNDER THE WORDS YOU THINK Ji'IT THE PERSON. 
WAS VERY SMART WAS PRET'I'Y SMART I"JAS KIND OF DlPJB WAS Dtr. 
THE LEADER 
OF THE GAtn---------------+--------------~-------------4--------­
JOIDrnOC ------·------·------~ 
SHANG HI 
-------!----T---···· I 
LINDA HOPPY==~~--------------~------~--~:~~~~~-----------~~---------- -~~~--~ 
I I 
THINK FIT THE PERSON • 
~~~~~ 
I I JOHNNY --J..-
SHI\.NGHI_ ___ J_, ·-----+-~._-· --L I 
HOPPY ____ t I I l 
I I l 
'r,/I.D VERY DAD 
LINDA -----------------~--· 
LF.ADER OF I I l 
THE GANG-------------+-------~-~-------~------+-----------
25' o HO''f '\'fELL DID 'rliESE p ~;;Ol'LS gACH SHOOT fl. GUN? PtJT A HARK UNDJm THE ··,'TOH:O..S 
YOU TTIDJK FIT T!r: Pim.soN. 
HOPPY ____ VE_·,_R_Y_C'_ro_o_·D_.1Q~ ~A-~ I ~.-·A_ri--~---m_m_Y_BAI-l 
---+--l. I J_.--+--1 _ JONT-lHY 
LEADER OF ----f--1. I I I THE GANG _ _ _ _ 
I I .. 1 I LINDA 
-------· 
SHA'NGHI ______ ,;--_----..~..I __ -+1--+-1---
l . 
l6o HOVI HANY TllW.S DID EACH OF Titl!Bf~ P:2R.SONS FORCE OR THREATEN A P:.m.SON TO DO 
OR TELL sor.rr.;TIIT.NG'i' PU'f A UARK UNDER TIL ~ 'iOIWS YOU TIUNK FIT 'rim P:.RSON ~ 
1_~ ~~ NONE 
JOHNNY 
--------------------r---~--~~--------~------~----l i l . 
2 ·rnms 
.. .. _Ill 
HOPPY 
LINDA ____ --+1-----+-----4L- I __ 
SHANOHI J L l -----------------------~-------------· ----l~-----
LEADER OF J J I I THE GANG _ _ _ 
I 
'17 
. c 0 
LINDA 
---~-
r· ... 
... .... l'J J.'l 
,.,~-·· _,.,. 1 , .. >,' - I -···I n·r·\-,., •"tlTS!C~V ~-'.,-LIT"·;, ···r;··r, .,. '·'I ,, - ···r·.•r. I .. t':ll-J!Ji\LJ..!.1J\,J 1 _,!'·j~~~~ ~ ~lJ:t. _ ·u~ .J)\_7 \Lu,,_...__t] :.: .L .~ • . t. . .J __ l';l-• ,t l!AJ}-J....J·J .L:. J~· • ., .'·4\.i u. 
- ---~ --~ --·-----~-- .. ;:- :!> __ ... _ --:r-
1 ! Di'..T' · 
-----------! --~--! ----· ----! .. ~ ---·-..: -
. ' ,, ' 
-·----- "~-- ---·-+------ l -·-·--t--··-
LEADiill. OF I I I I 
'.l'HE GANG _______ , ___ ~~- - I --r 
HOPPY _________ .. __ ~ -·~--· -1-----+-.. -
SJIANGHI ---~-J.--- l-. ---~--·-- l .. - . 
?:AS A v::·?.Y r;As A Plll~TTY ;:;A:i AN Uh1'AIR Vit~cl A hiC~ tla,r·· :l:rlt ~F'J~7Ht'~l--t _F_A_:;..'R_F_•.I_G_;~ ... llT_ER~·-+---I-''•I_G_r_TE_,:.,_R __ +-- i''IGtu·TI._.i~;...' __ 
SHANGTIT. ______ . _____ ~t---·--1- ·-- I 
LINDA__ --- --l I ~ ---~--
J•)HNJ'JY ______________ f -·-----+1--···--·-·-··---+l---~~-
l.K~?.~EG~;G ____ , ____ j _ _I _ _J__ ___ _ 
IIOPJ>Y ____ ·~ --· .. ·--·---~ _j -·- i--- --+1---- -·-
A) 
n) 
C) 
D) 
YT~S " VERY J'.I'UC H 
YJ.;s~ A IDT -
NO NOT '·.1UCit--~---
~ ·-· .. --~-
NO, NOT fi.T ALL ----
21o DID YOU FEEL SORRY l' .. OR HOPPY ~HEN 'fHE LEP.DER OF' THE G!\NG SHOT HIM AT THI.-;: END OF 
TF~~ ~~~WIE? (CHECK ONLY ONE ANS":T!J:\o) 
A) VS, VERY l'IDCH _ 
B) Yr~:s, sm·JE',';HAT 
C) NO, NO'r I~GCII ---
D) NO, N01' AT ALL--
22o DID HDPPY LIKE THE 1::',.,\DER OF' THE GANG? (CI-Il~GK ONLY ON;~ ANSViSRo) 
A) YES, ~H.Y ::!UGH, BUT TIE HAD TO PUNISH HIM FOR BEING DAD 
n) i'ES, .SO!!El-'/IlhT, C>tJ'l' T-I?: HAD TO PUNIS!I IIIH FOR SHOOTING p·"'m,.,.,.PLE~'-----
C) NO, TTOT ~1JCH . 'f:tm :Lr,ADEft rfAS 'L'OO J:EAN ---
D) NO, NOT AT ALI". 'rHE:Y r;:m.E ;:r:E~ITES -~-----------· 
23o r;HAT KTilD 0! ' Pr:J(00N 00 YCT7 'l,i·IT.rJK SIL'U!GHI \'JAS? 
A ) HE ·w,s J\ V~1~Y TTO~';;sT Ai'lD VEHY '"1l1fl.VE W.J~ 
I3) J·I::: 1'/AS A PinTTY HOTTEST Al"JD !1RA VE tTJ\.N 
C) rm "'AS OrrJJY A LIT1'T~E rton:~;ST AND A LI'l'~JThiflUf\r.c· 
D) TE '"~AS ITOT HON :~ST A!TD ":As NOT 1"lH..Il. VE ------
24. ~.'' HAT DID P.O~Y '10 ;•·nL'N I-12 ;;E0T SO!.'!J~::lO:UY? 
A) Fir~ KILLED Trrm 
1~) HE HUH'f 'l'rTE~.f VETIY"·~,ADLY ~tn~ HC:Y.r Ki'tr-rz''i®~-
C) fffi I!TffiT T:il::U ~10!1fl-::'!HAT BUT DID NOT 1\IL.L THEM 
D) fffi HURT Tmm Ol'!LY A LIT'l'LE, J"-"":UT DID N•)T KIJ..t,.,...."""TR"""F""~r..,.~-----
E) Jf~ DI D NOT HI 'f THZM "'ITH THE S!IO'l'S 
-----------------------
,, 
25o WI-IA.'r DID TIIE L?'..ADER OF THE GANG DO ·,·; uf.N HE miOT SOU.GBODY? 
A ) HE KILLJi:D 1' m~r.; 
n) HE HtffiT Tm;u VERY lAUCH, BU'l' DID NOT KILL THEM 
- - ---c) HE HURT TH~H ~;Of,'®7HAT, :JUT DID N01' KILL TI1EU~=';"---
D) Iill Irtm'I' 'l'IT:L1 ONLY A IJ.Tl'L'i;, BUT DID NOT KILL TIEM;_ __ 
E) lm DID NOT IUT TIII~M 17ITH TIIE SHOTS 
------------------~ 
26" HO''' BAD 17AS JOHNNY SHOT BY TH8 GANG OF PAD ~~EN? 
A) Im 17AS Al/DST KILLED 
B) W: 1.'.'AS DA.DI,Y \'/OUN JED ---------....r-
C) HE ... AS SLIGl!TLY LOUNDED 
D) I~ '."fAS NOT ':JOUNDED r:riErfi"rE ':.!AS ~>HOT 
E) HE r!AS rlOT Sf!OT 'Ll'Y Trm GANG --
--------
27. Hor: BAD ViAS HOPPY SHOT BY THE GANG OF DAD J,lffiJ? 
A) HE '" 'AS ALH)ST KIL!Ji'.JJ 
B) HE 1TTAS PADLY 1.'fQtJND!"..D--
C) HE ITAS Sl-IGHTLY WOTJNDI!.'D 
D) FIR 1:fAS NO'r T'f()TlNDED WHEN:-:-:Im;~., -:-:,,,~.A.~S-~~>I-..... to=•r1~"--· 
E) HE j:';AS }TOT SHOT TTY THE GANG --
28 o HQl.'.r MANY M;_;;N DID HOPPY KILL? 
A) 8 ~.!JEN F!) 6 MEN,__ __ 
c) 4 r/IEN 
n) 2 MEN __ _ 
E) 0 Mrn __ • 
A) 0 MEN 
B) 6 HENr-----
C) 4 HF.N 
D) 2 UEN.--~ 
E) 0 HErJ-
---
30~ Hm'.' r!MIY rn,J DI] JOHNNY KILL? 
A) 3 HEN 
B) 6 r~r---
c) 4 ~.f.d\1 
D) 2 ~:18Nr----
B) 0 MEN 
---
.31 . 1NITY DID SHANGHI L!~AVE THE GANG AND GO OVF.R TO HOPPY ' S SIDE? 
A) riB WAS AFRAID THE LF..ADTm WOTJLD SHOOT HIM 
R) HE WANTED TO KEEP ALL 'l'HE ?JONI!,'Y IID:'SEL::? 
C) HJi: WANTED TO SEE LTIWA --------
D) HE KNEW HE HAD DONE smm; WRONG AND WA'f\r~ED 1b DO iiiGHI' 
E) HOPPY OP..DER·iJJ HIM TO CHI\!ITGE s:r.D.::!:S __....., 
F) HE WAS AFRAID Ho:tY>Y WOu"LO SHOOT HJ'M -
32. DID HOPPY ·:v:sR KISS LINDA f . 
A) TIS, 4 TIUES DTilliNG THE MOVIE 
B) Y!~S, 3 TINES DUR.:Il'W TI-m IiDVIZ' ___ _ 
C) YES 1 2 TIMES DURING THI~ r.10VIE 
D) YES , 1 TH.lii: DurUNG T~ UOVIE ----
E) NO, NE~~-------------------------
33 . DID JOHNNY :!;vlm KISS LTIWA? 
A) y;:;s 1 h TIIfi.:.S DURING THS ~DVIZ B) YES _, 3 TIHIT..S DUHING 'l'HE M:.1VIE' __ _ 
C) YJ•;s, 2 TilW.:S DUI~ING THE UOV'IB 
D) · Y!JS , 1 TIUE DURING THE MOVIE ---
E) NO, NOT EVER __________ _ 
34. HO' !{ft~.TY PBOPL'S 1-'TElill KILLED IN THE ~.iOVIE? 
11.) 12 PEOPL~ 
13) 10 PEOPLB~--
C) 8 PEOPLE 
D) 6 PEOP:LE~--
E) h Pl~OPLE-
F) 2 PEOPLE~---
G) NO ON~ 
----
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;ing to viewers l)ehavioral techniques they May learn and use later in similar 
>ral problems or social s ituations outside the film situationo 
necause of the complementary nature of the behavioral and situational var~ 
that determine the degree of aggressiveness of a child and the potential stim-
uue of conventional cowboy fil~s~ we have sQlected for our personality varia~ 
3 der,ree of children ' s agr.ressi"'t-eness .\1 and, as our st.imulus variable, different 
Jf film af•rressiono These variabl es were selected ";)ecause of t heir r elevancy 
general type of nlm content shOV'm to children and because of the preserrG quest-
Jncerninc tho effect of such fHn content on children's behavioro 
II. IlET!-IODS AlTD TROCEDUPJG 
One control and three e::lcperimental filr!l C£;:md.H,i ·ns were usedo The t hree 
nental conditions were as fol~ows~ 
E>..-perimental condition 1: 1\. stereot.ypic~ agrressive cowboy film f'eatur-
Jalong Ca:snidy and four other major ftlm characters, one of whom was a villaino 
Experimental condition 2: Edited variation of Film 1 o The same charact.-
re used, 1Jut the order of film events was r eversed; the villain won and went 
3hed for his antisocial arreression., 
Experimental condi t.5.on 3: Film 1 was used but ended wi t,hout the f ormal 
showing the villain dGf eated and the "good" side clearly victorious. 
A before-after experimental design was used. Ss were given a questionnaire 
L tams and a before- film neas1u•e of ag ~:,ression three days before one of the 
~ilms was shown them. Immediately after the f:lm Ss were given the after-fj_lm 
~ of agrression and then a question.naire cont;ain:.l ng 33 items about the film 
filM characters.. Five of 'c.hcse questions dealt ·~rJith film character identif~ 
1 choiceso 
The before and after measures of a~:mression 1-:ere two forms of ·(;he Children v s 
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~ the Rosenzweig Picture - Frustration Studyo Each form consisted of 12 pict-
mder each picture were six possible responses. Sa were led to believe they 
Laying a ga.r.te j_n which they were to gue5s what the little boy or 6~irl in the 
3S would say. 
The six possible responses under each picture were derived from written re-
s to these same pictures given by pre-test Ss and partially froEt ·the examples 
'-Jy Rosenzweig. The two forms of the P- F Study were made up of matched pictures 
"drawing" power for a particular kind of response had been deterr.'lined in pre-
Order of pictures and overall "drawing" power were the same for both formso 
::> forms were given alternately to Ss within each conditiong Half of each group 
i ven Form A and half Form B as t he before-film measure o Fost-film measures 
aken on the respective alternated forms. Regardless of which form Ss were giv-
st, they were riven three extra practice pi.ctures. These were used :to aid in 
~tiona, and to afford Ss practice in making ag,c;ressi ve responses to the pic-
. The experimenter attempted to reduce an;r of Ss' tendencies to avoid select-
agcressive response. The three pict~Jres were no1i used in the after-film mea.a-
Sa' aggressiveness was operationally determined by their number of aggres~ 
9sryonses on the before-film measure. The effect of the experimental films in 
1G Ss 8 ag~rossiveness was doter:"1ined by a "t-test of the significance of the dif-
3 of ooan change between tho uncorrelated means of the experimental and control 
In this nanner regression, practice, and memory effects were taken into ac-
nthin t!"te cha11ge scores of the experimental groups, 
III o PREDICTIO~lS 
On the basis of the above discussion the following general pl"edictions 
1de: 
1) E.J;0erimental co;:1dit:l.on I as f'ilm Yd.ll re::ml t :l:n a deere1ase :i.n t,hs ag-
lreness of all ch.1.1dren preson'l.;gd. this .f'ilmo 
2) The edJ.tad :film \vLJ.J. no ·(, re:;.1.u.t; in a.n overall s:J.gnif:lcarri:. change :i.n ag·~ 
si·<.reness and an in~:E'ea.ee i.n ac£"!'0Bf:i.',ronefiS in those l ow :i.n agcr'essi'\renesso 'J:he 
;)nee in r·m::ponse chango of' chLl.d:r.en Tvho are re1a:~ivs1:'l' high ana who a.re rel~ 
T!1e film ·l'fi t.hc•u."t a f'ol"i!lal t;.)nding .11.1 reS1il. t in no sig;:J.ific::l~1t.ly g!'E.l~t.t= 
r•ease or dec:cease of aggrm~s:iveneS i:1 in ehildrEJn who a:re hit;h in aggreseivenl!lS1'.1~ 
'l'he difference ·l n response change of high and low aggression chJJ.dren 'idll be 
tical1y s:tr,nific.;:~.D.'l',, 
l . 
.. d Children 1 s identific.:,•.ti.on e:1oices of fi1m. characte::·s 1-1H l te a fnnct.-
each ch:l.ld ' .s amonn:t; of a gp•m3sbnmesB and the .f:Um cha.rs.ct;m· ~~ 1 pro·~soct~il l:Llm 
oro The identificat.ion choic:eo of children w:it.h high aggressiveness a:nd those 
ow aggressi vencls s w:'.ll d1fi.'or sign:U'icaxrtl;y r11.JN:J •;ri thin "the lmccn:n.rGnt.ic.na:i. f:llm 
5) A eroater' ai'l.O'lnt. of' ·viar;o;:' d:i.stcrtion :i .n 'the percep-tion c.f f:D.m events 
f'j_lm characters' be·ha:v:i.or -will occur vvithin tln uncc:r.nrent:i.on.,1 n .lm situation 
i thin th(l conventional f."i.lr!'l E:i tuat:l.on o 
1· ow:tng results were foun.d ~ 
1) The convent:l.ona:L film rerm:t·ts :Ln an increase, not. ·':.he precl.:Lc t e d d.t:oct'enr i':i s 
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· a"l.~nr, all Ss w!~o see it. Furthermore_p responSE! changes of the High a nd Low-
s wore in the opposite directions, as predicted.. 'l'he second hypothesis was 
me d., 
3) The conventional filn silovm without its er"dinr, results in a statis-
.y significant decrease in Ss 1 ar;gress iveness, not the prE~dicted lar.:k of a 
'icant chanf!e . Tl~e third hypothesis was partially confi:rmede '!'he effect upon 
.rg sat ap,grassivoness was not significant, 1.1ut the EJfft3ct upon Low-Agr:o Ss was 
:nificantly increase their aggressivenes:;; not to r~Jduco :i.t as predid:.edo 
4) To determine the effect. of ·the film end:lngl' a comparison of axperiment-
tdi tiona ~ and 3 was carried out ., The difference bet;ween tho changes affect-
the two films was statistically significant beyond the oOOl level. Hesults 
.hat the film ending and the general fi.lm content :r.afJult in opposite changes 
aggressi vaness c The film ending i s the more effecrlii ve Yar iable, as Ss who 
ta filn with its ending showed an :L.!'lare.as e in theit•;:ggessiveness, v.;i1ereas Ss 
:w the film r.d.nus the ending s howed a decrea.seo 
5) · Difference in sex of Ss produced r0lia1J1e identification choice diffe :·-
Difforences in before-film ar,~ressiveness pr oduce reli able d:i.fferences in 
.fica tion choices only within the t3dit,3d fUm; Low-·Aggressi~i"e Ss choosing the 
md tho girl in the film nora cf'tan than did High··Aggression Ss a The fourth 
!6Sis is confirmed, 
6) There were no reliable differences between eJ<:perir.'lental condi ti. ·ns I 
in the filr.1s. The fif th hypothesj.s was not conf:i . .'l' r:ledo 
Vo CONCLUSION 
The affect of conventional agr,ressi ve r~owboy filns upon children q s a.gr.rea-
ss is a function of' t;hree ve.:!.'i bles ~ each child q s initial ~'Tlonnt of aggressive~ 
\fl1ether or not, the he:.~o c:onforms to the role of he:r.•o,!) and y,nether or not ·chere 
ef:l.n:lto resolution of' t {J.c ~;o~ . f:l:lct and purd.shmont 'oy t.ha hor.o of the villain's 
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araoter a depends upon these tl~ee variables plus tho variable of the sex of sub-
eta . Differentiated distortion of film events does not occur among the tlU'ee 
1m versions p 
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